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Te all who 'uptelenat f/ee
UNITED STATES TOBACCO COMPAN Y

HIS book is primarily intended to inform
new salesmen on all major matters pertaining to the Company, its policies, its products and its general methods and practices
governing salesmen's work. From time to
time all salesmen, division managers and others on our
marketing staff can review these pages to advantage .
The book presents a reconstruction of the old sales
"Guides ." All old binders and guides have been called
in, being now superseded in their entirety by the book
in your hands. The policies have been restated in what
we hope is clear and understandable language, with the
intent of giving them new life and significance . By this
means we hope they will obtain thoughtful reading
from every man who receives a copy . The material in
these pages is the result of the work and thought of
many of us who are responsible for the operation of this
business . It was written and edited by us and represents the combined experience and mature judgment of
the business itself.
Your Company's progress during its corporate exist.
ence has not been spectacular. It has been something
much better than that. It has been steady and sound .
It has been healthy.
That's the kind of growth that is worth while . It is
substantial and permanent . To me there is somethin g
3
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very inspiring and gratifying in being a part of such a
business, and I sincerely hope every man who represents
us feels the same way.
4
Let is examine the word "represent" and we its true
signifxance.
The Management of y6ur Company, in the interest
oflyourself, your associates and the stockholders, under .
takes to produce and distribute at a profit certain metchandise. Capital ; experience, ability, and well-defined
policies and principles of business conduct are required
if the undertaking is to be samessful . The policies and
principles may very easily prove the most important of
these requirements, over a period of years, in determining the degree of sutctes attained . They guide and
direct all the business activities from the purchase of
raw materials through to the final collection of accounts and the use of the funds collected . To perform
all the various activities of the business, Management
has to select many persons whose primary duty is to
see that in the handling of their assigned tasks they
conform to the policies and principles established by
Management. Whatever the work of these persons
may be they represent Management-they stand in the
place of Management within the scope of their activitie--to see that the policies and principles are carried
out. To than is delegated the authority as "presentatiea of .Management to safeguard the policies just as
Management itself would do if it were able to handle
the transactions direct instead of through a representative. This applies to all who are employed in the business in any capacity whatsoever .

That is your first duty. -If you fail in that neithe
you nor we an succeed so far as jour representation
concerned .

4
While the articles in this book are addressed to ou
marketing staff, primarily to new salesmen, the entir
personnel of United States Tobacco Company will fin
in them much of interest and guidance .

Presiden t

Our men in the field are just such representatives
of the management of United States Tobacco Company in trade contacts, and must at all times truly
represent -or re-present if that makes the real meaning
of the word a little plainer-re-present our policies and
principles to the trade with tact and firmness .
6
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YOUR COMPANY'S HISTORY

OUR Company was organized, under the
corporate name of Weyman-Bruton Company, in December, 1911, a a result
of the court decree that caused the disintegration of the so-called tobacco trust,
which consisted of the American Tobaao Company
and its subsidiary the American Snuff Company . Both
of these big units had to be broken up into several
smaller units, and completely reorganized. In the process of reorganization we acquired from the American
Snuff Company all the good will, factories, supplies,
stocks and brands of snuff that formerly belonged to :
Weyman & Bro ., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Aug . Beck & Co., Chicago . Ill.
H . Bolander, Chicago, Ill .
Bruton & Condon, Nashville, Tenn.
DeVoe Snuff Co., Spotswood, N. J.
Standard Snuff Co. . Nashville, Tenn .
Skinner & Co ., Spotswood, N. J.
The court decree made it necessary for the American
Snuff Company to divest itself of all interest in the
foregoing companies and several others as well, and to
play no part in the control and operation of any of
than. Thus, since its incorporation in t9t t, your Company always has been an independent organization . It
has never been controlled, influenced, or guided by any
other company . It has at all times been directed and
operated solely by consideration of what is best for its
own interests and its own brands .
The extension of our business to include plug, plugcut and pipe-ready tobaccos started with the purchase
of the business and brands of P . B . Gravely Tobacco
Company in October, 19t5 . We bought Joseph G.
9
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Dill, Inc, in May, 1921 ; and The United State Tobaao Co. (of Virginia) in June, 1921 . Then in
March, 1922, the name of your Company was changed
from Weyman-Button Co. to United State Tobacco
Co . (of New Jersey) .
Although the separate corporate business date from
December, 1911, your Company is really a old as its
brands and its predecessor companies . It will be interesting for you to know that Copenhagen $maff was
made by the original Weyman, as early as the year
1827 ; that the DeFoe Eagle Mills Saaff date from
the year 1835 ; that Dill's Ben Tabarro goes back to
a848 . In reality your Company, from the point of view
of brands, business, and experience, is one of the oldest
oegataiatiorn in the tobatxv industry.

YOUR COMPANY'S =
FORM OF ORGANIZATION
t -

I

10

OUR Company is incorporated under the
laws of the State of New Jersey, and is
a unit organization without subsidiaries .
Both the common and preferred stocks
of the Corporation are listed on the Ne w
York Stock Exchange . and command high price.
There is no bonded indebtedness .
The control of your Company's affairs lies with ■
Board of eleven Directors, all of whom are experienced in the practical management of our business and
are therefore familiar with its problems and opportunities. The Board meets every Wednesday .
The common stock of the Corporation is widely
held . No individual, estate or group owns or controls
as large a proportion of the stock as do the employee
active in the Company.
Your Company's financial strength and ability to
operate at a profit are indicated by the fact that it has
weathered in a conspicuous manner all the financial
storms and depressions since its formation . During the
business depression following the panic of 1929 your
Company twice increased its dividend rate on the common stock and paid several "extras ." This is, of course,
also evidence as to the stability of the industry and the
market in which you and your Company are operating .
The General Office or Headquarters of your Company are located at 63o Fifth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York City, occupying the entire 29th floor .
Factories are conveniently located at Chicago, where all
moist or semi-perishable chewing brands are manufactured ; Nashville, Tenn ., where all dry (Scotch) snuff
brands are manufactured, and at Richmond . Va., where
all plug, plug-cut and pipe-ready tobacco brands ale
manufactured . The equipment, machinery (much of i t

11
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of our own exclusive design and manufacture), the
processes (perfected by us), and the methods are of the
latest, most modern, most efficient types .
The general management of operations of your Company is in the hands of its President, with whom all
department heads confer. These departments are as
follows : Financial and Credit, Auditing, Leaf, Manufacturing, Sales, Advertising, and Purchasing.
The'sales operations are divided into seven departments, each controlling a prescrbed geographical area
or market, and each one is in charge of a Department
Manager of Sales located at headquarters, Reporting
directly to their Department Managers are Division
Managers, responsible for our sales results and in
charge of the work of the salesmen covering the trade
within the division, each salesman's territory being definitely prescribed. The Division Managers are located
within their divisions . In a few cases where large geographical areas are involved, or the nature of our businea within the areas requires it, the operations of Division Managers are in charge of Field Managers who
in turn are special assistants to a Department Manager
of Sales in New York.
The Department Managers of Sales are members of
the Board of Managers, on which also sit representatives of the Auditing, Credit and Advertising Departments. This Board of Managers meets daily in New
York at t i :oo A . M., and acts as a clearing house for
many phases of Sales Department activities, and also
as the final deciding body on such matters as salesmen's
salaries, the purchase and trade-in of salesmen's automobiles, the listing of direct customers and similar matters submitted for action upon the recommendation of
the Manager in whose Department the matter lies .
The Board within the scope of its authority and the
individual members of the Board are responsible to
the President for 211 of your Company's marketing
activities .

12
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YOUR COMPANV S

OUR Company confines its manufacturing
and marketing activities to (t) Moist
Chewing Snuffs, (a) Moist Cut Chewing Tobaccos, (3) Scotch (Dry) Snuffs,
(4) Pipe-ready Smoking Tobaccos, (5 )
Cut-plug Smoking Tobaccos, (6) Chewing and Smoking Plug Tobaccos, (7) Pipe Cleaner, and (8) Cigarette Papers .
The annual consumption of tobacco in the forms we
are now manufacturing provides a tremendous market .
It is nearly as large as that for cigarettes . In the fiscal
year of 1935-36 the two added together represented a
consumption of about 750,000,000 pounds, of which
about 47% was in the form of smoking tobacco, snuff,
and chewing tobacco and 53% in the form of cigarettes. With the growth we are enjoying in our products we still see ample room for further growth and
development within 47%a of so huge a market. without
being greedy at present for any part of the 53% in the
cigarette held . There is plenty of competition to keep
us on our toes and moving fast where we now operate:
In snuffs your Company has the distinction of being
the world's largest manufacturers, although back in
1911, when we started as an independent organization,
we were one of three with equal volume in this country .
For several years past we have been the leader, winning that position through sound, substantial growth .
As we grow and our business increases, our obligation to
the trade and to the public increases at even a more
rapid rate. In product, in service, in salesmanship . i-,
advertising- in all manufacturing and marketing a ;tivities-we have greater responsibilities today thr•, :
ever before. Our standards of operation most be main .
tained with greater vigilance. . If higher standards c ; ;13
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acquired a "standing" that is today our most valuable
sweet. All employees in the organization must protect
and safeguard this asset by their own individual con .
duct in all their business dealings, and thereby merit
and hold for themselves and for the Company the respect and confidence of every one with whom we do
business .
The fundamental policies of integrity, honor and
fairness in the conduct of this business are deep-seated
and far-reaching. : To be truly of ectiva they must cantoprebend the entire business and be so substantial and
tangible as to exert a powerful and cumulative influence
upon all activities . They should be dearly recognized
and felt by those with whom we transact business, but
should never need to be expounded or explained . They
should become evident to others through our seanot through our words . The man that is upright, honorable and fair-minded does not need to talk about be .
ing so. His conduct tells the story for him . The world
is always suspicious of the sincerity of them who brag
about their virtues
As a new salesman you would in time discover what
are your Company's fundamental, guiding policies . We
tell you about them here and now so that you may know
than from the start of your work and conduct yourself
accordingly . Lire these policies, let them determine
your detail procedure from tomorrow on ; but don't
brag about them.

UPACTURING POLICIES : In all steps
of manufacture, from the buying of leaf and
other raw materials to the final packing an d
shipping of the goods, a high standard of quality and
precision must be maintained-the highest consistent
with the character and class of goods produced . Economies in manufacture must never be made at the ac iSte of standards of quality .
All flavoring materials must be pure and of the high .
est grades, equivalent to those used in the preparation
of quality foods. 16

The satisfaction of the ultimate consumer of our
products must always be the measure of factory operrtions. In taste, in character, in uniformity, in packaging, and in value we must accept the consumer as the
final judge, and shape our operations accordingly . Tht
manufacturing staff has equal responsibility with the
marketing staff in serving the market and in establishing and maintaining satisfactory public relations . IV,
must never forget that the market an exist without us
but that we cannot exist without the market.
Efficiency in manual labor, in machinery, and in fac
tory control, methods and systems must be attained tc
the end that costs shall never be unnecessarily high, bur
low costs should never be attained through lower stand
ards of production in the consumers' interest.
Cleanliness and orderliness must be scrupulously ob
served . They represent the first law of efficiency it
production and the first consideration in the anitar
handling of products such a ours.
r
f

RKETING POLICIES : Only the bran d
of your Company are to be represented an,
dealt in by yo u .
No misrepresentation or exaggeration, no false 1 o
misleading statements are required in the We of ou
brands. Each brand an stand on its merits and shopil
be represented for just what it is.
I
No slanderous statements regarding the brands, ih
organization, the personnel or the methods of compel
tors will be tolerated . The time spent in misrepresen
ing others can be spent to much better advantage
properly representing your own Company . The Corr,
pony will dismiss from its service any salesman or oth,
employee who, for any reason whatever, starts that
competitive brand of tobacco, snuff, cigar or cigmrrr•
"doped" or contains deleterious ingredients ;
direct statement or by asking misleading question
veyt the impression of impurity in competitive brv : : . i

ly
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or who, directly or indirectly, makes slanderous statements of any kind concerning' comyetitore . •
Under no circumstances are the representatives of
United States Tobacco Company permitted to exchange
other manufacturers' goods in the hands of consumers, dealers or jobbers . No exceptions will be made
in this policy . If we cannot place our goods with cer•
tain dealers by legitimate and ethical means we can
better afford to do without their business •
Our representatives are permitted to exchange our
own brands for other brands of our own on an equivalent basis when it is deemed advisable to do so .
Our representatives must not throw out any other
company's goods from the position they occupy on
dealers' shelves or in display cases to make room for our
goods ; nor take down or cover up another company's
advertising, for any purpose, inside a store or elsewhere .
That these and other unfair trade-practices are indulged
in by others against our interests should not lead us to
retaliate . By so doing we would only make bad conditions worse. Any company, whose salesmen have been
sufficiently active and competent to get its products and
advertising displayed in a prominent and desirable location, has preemptive rights that should be respected by
all other salesmen. Even though the dealer at you
to move the goods or take down the advertising of
others makes no difference. The fact remains that you
have done the removing, contrary to your Company's
policies. If on a return visit you find the coveted space
available, there is, naturally, no point of ethics involved . *
Your Company does not approve of salesmen or other
employees borrowing money from customers, jobbers,
retailers, jobbers' salesmen or hotels. Salesmen upon
entering our employ supply themselves with ample
traveling funds for which they are reimbursed, and
should anticipate all needs so as to avoid the necessity
of emergency borrowing . They may, however, telegraph division headquarters for funds if exceptional
emergencies arise.
• For its bearing an these polices, read the discussion
printed on pages 7s and 76 .

18

No packages or samples of our brands, snuffs or
smoking tobaccos, are to be given to children, even
though they smoke or use tobacco in any form .

ERVICE POLICIES : Good service is a important to the success of your Company as
good product Every individual in the organization is expected to render competent, prompt, willing,
courteous service in the handling of any phase of our
operations. This applies with special force when it
touches our service to customers .

In addition to our aims and desires to render good
service we also have the facilities in systems, methods
and organization to provide such service . But we cannot be perfect . The human equation enters into the
scheme of things always-and errors will be made no
matter what safeguards we provide . We regret and
deplore any mistakes and lapses in service and each of
us must we that the errors are few and far between . But
when they do occur and lead to complaints, all of us whol
receive and handle them have a real opportunity to
gain the good-will and appease the dissatisfaction of the
complainant by the manner in which each complaint is,
handled.
Our employees must be courteous at all times and use
every tactful endeavor to straighten out any difficulties
that arise . They must not form the habit of classifying complaints as "kicks" and treating them as though
they were unjust and unreasonable. They must not get
annoyed by them, or assume that the complainant is at
fault . They must remember that mistakes can happen in
the best of organizations, and that matters can be made
worse if the wrong attitude is taken . The Compa,v
.wants its employees to listen respectfully or read carefully when complaints are made and not start to handle
them by offering excuses or trying to make exple:nations without the facts on both sides of the case . It if
better diplomacy simply to express regret, thank the
complainant for calling the matter to our attention, an d
19
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promise that the best endeavors of every one connected
with the Company will be made to correct it . With
these general principles a a guide there should be net
difficulty in handling specific cases diplomatically to the
satisfaction of the customer.

SNUFF• ITS SAUAND MANUFACTURE

HUFF, one of the oldest forms in which
tobacco is converted for use, is today an
important factor in the American market
and is becoming more widely used as time
Rua on.
In general, snuff is made and sold in two forms or
kinds. One is known as Scotch or Dry Snuff, of which
Brrtoa'r, our leading Scotch brand, is a standard of
quality ; the other is known as Moist Snuff, of which
our brand, Copenltnyee•, is the outstanding example
and also our largest selling brand of snuff .
The principal markets for Scotch Snuff are in the
southern and southwestern States ; Moist Snuff has its
largest sale in the northwestern States, but there is no
State in the Union in which some of the population
doesn't use both Moist and Scotch Snuff . The Moist
type, while at one time limited in its use, has made its
.way into a nation-wide market . Every representative!
has an interest in promoting the sale and use of both?
types
. THE INCREASING USE 0 ► SNUFF

Snuff, as you know, is rarely used as it was in the
olden days by sniffing a pinch up the nose . Today, this
old-time social habit has almost disappeared in favor of
the more agreeable and satisfying form of using snuff, by
placing a pinch between the check and gum . It is called
"chewing," but of course no actual chewing or masti :.tion is required, since a small pinch of either Scotch cr
Moist needs only to be held in the mouth to give up its
delightful tobacco flavor. The growth in this use of sm :f1
• See "Data on Cnsenhnvw and Other Semi-Perishable
Brands," pages cap to 9t .

20
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in America an he attributed to several very potent factors. First, it is recognized that there is no better way
to get all the good flavor and satisfaction out of tobacco . Smoking, in any manner, cannot compare with
it . Second, the old forms of chewing-tobacco, with the
required chewing and the big "quid" in the cheek, arc
passing out, for various reasons, but the desire to' get
the utmost satisfaction from tobacco by placing it in the
mouth has continued to prevail . Third, the fire regulations in factories and warehouses prohibiting smoking
do not prohibit the use of snuff ; furthermore, many
outdoor as well as indoor occupations make it inconvenient to smoke pipe, cigar or cigarette while work .
ing, so the convenient, satisfying pinch of snuff takes
their place . Fourth, it was natural for this most pleasant of all forms of using tobacco to grow and prosper
with the increased general use of tobacco by all sorts
and lasses of society, and the consequent disappearance
of all the old notions regarding the bad effects of tobacco on the human system . Time and the widespread
use of tobacco in all forms have disproved the old
theories and fallacies, and snuff "chewing" has benefited
along with all other uses of tobacco . Fifth, the improved quality of the product itself has been a very important factor iq the growth of the snuff business. Your
Company has taken the lead in improving manufacturing standards . as to ingredients, processes, care and rani .
tary factory conditions . We have also done our part
to allay the unwarranted fears of users that snuff may
be impure, "doped" or unhealthful .* The truth is that
snuff is an exceptionally clean tobacco product . As
manufactured by your Company it is never touched by
human hands from the time the leaf processing is
completed until the consumer starts to use it .
A HicHLY COMPRTTr1Vt MARKET

All these factors in the growth of the muff business
would have been of little effect, however, had it not
-Set pages r7 and sa under "Marketing Policies" and
Page, 75 and 76 under "Notes and Discussions ."

n

been for the aggressive, persistent salesmanship and
consumer work of your Company and others in the
field . The business is highly competitive. This makes
your job and your Company's harder ; but it also mans
that our business and the industry as a whole prosper
proportionately . It is sometimes easy to rail and fret
about competition, to dream of how rosy and smooth
life would be if competition could be eliminated and
the field left to in alone, and how much simpler our
tasks would be if competition did everything just as we
would like it done. But that is not the way of the
world. Your Company believes competition is good for
us--even though it is not good to us. We naturally
deplore unethical and uneconomic practices of competitors, but it doesn't do us any good to keep worrying
about them . The unethical things will hurt the competitor, in the long run, more than they will us-unless
we start to practice them ourselves in attempted retaliation ; the uneconomic things will not last if they
are truly uneconomic . At all events, it is much more
profitable for you and,your Company to think and talk
about our own business and what can be done to improve it. It is more important to consider our own
efficiencies than to bother about competitor deficiencies. If we must do any thinking about competitors, let
in strive to find out the good and profitable, things
they do.
These points are emphasized here because we know
that you will not be long in the field, especially where
Scotch Snuff is sold and used plentifully, before you
become very "competitor-conscious ." You are going
into communities where your Company's products are
strong and in high favor ; you are going into others
where we are not so strong . In either case your tasks
will not be light . In the first you will be on the defensive trying to hold what we have against aggressive
competition ; in the other you will be the aggresvryourself, trying to get a fair share of business that ha ;
been going to others .
Over go% of the snuff in tire American market is
made and sold by three leading companies . of whit ;,
yours is the largest. The other two are principally ir.
23
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the Scotch Snuff business ; your Company being the
only organization having a well-rounded complete line
of products, competent to supply any and all consumer
requirements

THE MANVFAcruRE or SNUF F

As you we the finished product in its package you
may jump to the conclusion that the manufacture of
snuff is a simple process, with no special difficulties or
problems. As a matter of fact, experienced tobacco men
know it-to be a very troublesome, intricate and delicate
conversion process or series of processes . It requires a
vast amount of "know how,' a high degree of skill
which only experience an supply . It requires expert
technique in precision and exactness, and unending care
and attention to sanitation along every step of the way .
The following description of the making of snuff
applies to both Scotch and Moist types, and should be
read in the light of your Company's manufacturing
Policies printed on pages-of this book .
Your Company's Snuffs are made from high-grade
Kentucky, Tennessee or Virginia tobaccos, the selection
of leaf or blends of leaf for any one brand of snuff
depending upon the individual requirements Only
rich, heavy-bodied, well-ripened tobacco leaves are used
in making your Company's brands. Not only is the
purchase of leaf by our buyers a matter of fine, skilled
judgment, but this judgment is also based upon an
intimate knowledge of tobacco farms, of each grower's
crop-habits, and of current crop conditions--all of
which is required to give us the choice grades that are
so essential to the fundamental character of each snuff
brand .
All leaf is carefully sorted and re-graded on receipt
at the factories, after which it is placed in hogsheads
for aging. It has-to go through a long period, three
summers, of natural maturing and mellowing . The
resulting action is termed natural "sweating," and all
our leaf goes through the full three summers in the
hogsheads, during which time Nature works an improvement in tobacco just as it does in wine, whiske y
24

and certain other products. The tobacco becomes mellower, and loso much-of the bitterness and acidity that
are present in all new leaf tobacco.
But this natural sweating is not sufficient for our
purposes. The leaf has to undergo forced sweats, called
"curing," during which it is moistened and then subjected to varying degrees of hat causing it to swat .
This "curing" still further improves the tobacco . It
gives it additional age, so to speak .
At this point the methods of manufacture vary with
the type of snuff .
"Strong" Scotch Snuff obtains its character, quality
and taste from the tobacco leaf alone . It has no flavoring material of any kind added to it during any stage of
its manufacture . During the curing process, only water
is used to moisten the leaf and when it is dry it is
ground to a fine powder and sifted to remove impurities. Only the best machinery, specially designed for
the purpose, is used in these process .
The leaf used for Swat" Scotch Snuff is also
ground powder-fine and sifted by the same careful
procss s as used for "Strong" Scotch Snuff, but flavoring materials in dry form are added during the grinding process.
.
The leaf used for "Moist" Snuff is cut very evenly
for some brands and ground to varying degrees of fineness for others, and the flavoring material is added
either during or after the curing.
The flavorings are pure and of the same high standard used for foods in homes and the best food factoriess .
All the ingrediegts your Company uses are regularly
analyzed by chemists to see that they are kept up to the
highest standards.
From the time of processing the leaf through to the
packaging and sealing of the packages, we use aut ;matie machinery much of which is of our own desig ; :
and make, so that the product is not touched by human
hands . We also see that high standards are observed ,all other particulars that could possibly affect the cleanliness and wholesomeness of the snuff, such as ordetN
ness, inspection . and the sanitary condition of the build .
ings, the machines and the workers . In our aim to serv e
Z
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our public faithfully we are very strict in our sanitary
requirements.
To sum up : The art in the manufacture of your
Company's snuff is, first the selection and blending of
the different types of tobaccos ; second, the treatment of
the tobacco, with exactly the right amount of heat and
moisture ; third (for Sweet Scotch and Moist goods
only), the quality and correct proportions of flavoring
and the "know how" as to just when to mix the sweet.
biing and flavoring with the tobacco . This latter point
cannot be given too much, emphasis, because to mix
some of the flavoring and sweetening with the tobacco
at the wrong time would result in quite a different
taste' Expert manufacturers can usually ascertain what
other manufacturers use in their brands, but they are
unable to determine, by any method of analysis, the cor•
rect proportions and the exact time when flavorings
and sweetenings are applied .

/l%IV7
DATA ON,COP,ENHAGEN SNUFF
M1•P tsu 511AULt
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OPENHAGEN SNUFF is one of this
country's oldest and most respected tobacco products. It was made and sold by
Weyman & Brothers, at Pittsburgh, Pa . .
as early as 1827--over a century agoAnd legend tells us that the recipe originated in the
city of Copenhagen, Denmark, from which it takes its
name. The word Copenhagen, in many parts of
America, means Copenhagen Snuff much more than it
means anything else .
This popular product is made from-high grade Kentucky and Tennessee leaf tobaccos, renowned for their
chewing qualities. It is impossible to conceive of a
product of its type being of higher quality than Copenhagen. The method of its manufacture is described in
the preceding section of this hook . pages 24 to 26, and
you will do well to read it again to impress upon your
mind the several factors that go to make up the quality .
purity and cleanliness of the product that is your Company's leading snuff brand in sales volume-and still
growing.

Responsible for the continuing growth and popularity of Copenhagen are, first, its delightful flavor :
second, the maintenance of high manufacturing standards to assure uniformity in all particulars year after
year ; third, the inability of other manufacturers st'ccessfully to imitate it or approach anywhere near t
Copenhagen flavor, uniformity and aeceptabO ;
fourth, our unique method of distribution by which
are able to see that Copenhagen reaches the consun .in fresh condition ; fifth, the competent salesman :!
and tireless educational work of our represents : .,
among consumers, retailers and jobbers .
25
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Splendid as the sales of Copenhagen have been and
still are, your Company believes the product has a
much greater future . We have not come anywhere
near exhausting its possibilities ; and so we urge each
representative to take an active interest in promoting
its sale in accordance with the methods and idea presented in these pages . No matter what the location of
your territory you should strive to develop Copenhagen
business
Because Copenhagen is such an important brand it
will be mentioned mostly in this section of "Your
Company;' although the careful and exacting manner
of handling and marketing here described for Capenhagea applies to our other semi-perishable brands. The
marketing plan we have devised and used so successfully in the sale of our semi-perishable goods u so
unique in the tobacco trade and so essential to the continuing success of your Company, that we have covered
the whole subject in great detail in the following pages,
devoting more space to it than to any other single
i subject.
AU of our semi-perishable snuffs and tobaccos are
stamped with the date of packing . Copenhagen, Key
and Shoal cans bear the packed date stamped on the
fibre bottom. Seal, Horse Shoe, and Anchor brands of
snuffs have the picked date stamped in code on the
revenue stamp and each individual roll bears the packed
date which is plainly visible to all . Right Cut and
FY-B Cut Chewing Tobaccos have the packed date
stamped in code on the revenue stamp, with the calendar date on the end of each carton .
Copenhagen is the most semi-perishable of all these
brands, and as it is also our largest seller it is advisable
for consumers of this brand to know definitely the
freshness of the can they buy before opening it . Many
wholesalers and retailers question the advisability of
Copenhagen being stamped so plainly . They state that
it would be much better for their business if the retail
dealer on the one hand and the consumer on the other
could not so readily know the degree of freshness of
their purchase . Such an argument is usually put forth
by a jobber or dealer who is not as careful as he shoul d

be either in purchasing his requirements or in handling .
It is our problem to get the freshest possible dating
into the hands of the ultimate consumer, and there is
no better way of accomplishing this than making the
date visible. The fresher Copenhagen and our other
semi-perishable brands are, the more a consumer will
on and the easier it is to convert new users . The
fresher a retail dealer's stock is, the bigger volume he
will be able to obtain and this also applies to the wholesale dealer, as freshness of semi-perishable brands is the
keynote to successful handling.

Tonne An-nnrorr
Salesmen who are interested in their future with the
Company will endeavor to study and acquaint themselves with the fundamentals of handling our semiperishable brands . They can never know too much, as
there are always new dealers who have to be educated
and old dealers whose business has either increased or
possibly decreased to a point that they also need educational help .
Proper trade attention and fepresentation on Copenhagen means better service to jobber, retail dealer and
consumer, than any other manufacturer ever gives his
trade. That is our aim. We have done it so far. We
must continue to improve and excel in such services .
In addition to all the other advantages that you obtain,
by giving superior trade attention to all our brands, on
Copenhagen it means fresher goods . Since every can
has the packing date stamped plainly on the bottom, the
progress of stocks can easily be seen . The fresher
Copenhagen is, the better it is ; and the fresher a jobber's and retail dealer's stocks are, the greater will be
their sales .
The more attention given to Copenhagen in light,
medium, and heavy territories, the fresher our Copenhagen will be when it reaches consume" and this g ;ves
us one of our greatest opportunities to secure volume .
Many salesmen may know their territories from the
standpoint of tobacco but if they have not also studio
them from the standpoint of Copenhagen or other
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semi-perishable brands they do not know their territories as we desire them to . It is not always the biggest
store -or the best store that has the bet Copenhagen
business, therefore, it is necessary to call upon all
classes of stores in every section of a town or city in
order to understand that town or city from a Copenhagen standpoint.
Trade attention will be discussed under the general
classification of the jobber or wholesale distributor first
and the retail dealer, second .
tit
WHOLESALE

Disnustrroit

If the business of a distributor fluctuates as much as
121/2% in a period of four weeks, it represents a fluctuation of 3% days' supply. If it is an increase in
business, his stock will be reduced by a 3% days' supply . If it is a decrease in business, his stock will have
increased 3'/a days and he will then be shipping Copenhagen 3f/ days older dating than usual .

Every man in the service of the United StatesTobacco
Company must keep in mind that we cannot reasonably expect anyone else to be as much interested in our
business as we are. If we want our brands handled
better by our direct customers and retail dealers than
they handle any other brands, the way to accomplish
that result is for is, first of all, to handle them better
ourselves.
It is through the regular use of stock reports that we
have the opportunity to render an unusual and real
service to our jobbing customers, as these reports enable
us to suggest increasing or reducing Regular Supply
Orders, deferring a shipment, omitting a shipment, or to
recommend a complete change in the Regular Supply
Order to make it more nearly conform to the customer's actual requirements. Reductions and omissions are
sometimes made arbitrarily in the New York office, but
the usual practice is to send our suggestions, accompanied by a recommended change in Regular Supply
Orders, either direct to the customer or to the division
manager. When sent to the division manager he will
handle the suggestions himself, or refer them to th e
salesman covering the territory .

STOCK REPORTS : It is bemuse of such fluctuations
that it is necessary for all jobbers' stocks to be continually checked and stock reports made up to show the
exact quantities according to dates . Not only is it
necessary for our field representatives to take stock
reports, but in addition our New York Office also requests stock reports at regular intervals from every one
of our direct customers . It is through our stock report
system that we are able to render a real service to our
direct customers.
Every order for Copenhagen and our other semiperishable products from direct customers is recorded at
the New York Office under the customer's name,
whether it is taken by our salesmen or sent to this office
by the customer. Their purchase are totaled every 13
weeks, and an average taken. Each order received is
checked against their previous purchases and their
weekly average to make certain that the jobber does not
receive too great a quantity for his immediate needs .

REGULAR SUPPLY ORDERS : Jobbers occasionally do
not appreciate the value of our insistence upon regular stock reports and it is then the duty of the division manager and salesman to explain the necessity and
the profit advantages of always selling the oldest stock
first, carrying a minimum of floor stock, and ordering
as frequently as possible . It is for the above reasons
and also because of certain manufacturing difficulties
that we have been insistent upon the use of Rep''
Supply Orders by our direct customers. Every it,
sentative of the United States Tobacco Company s' ; .•'
talks to a wholesale dealer about his stock can he ,
great aid not only to us but to the customer as wc!i
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convincing the customer that our Regular Supply O r
plan is of great berserk to him in die following
tions :
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-

t-Certainty of more steady suppl y
2-More frequent turn-over on smaller investment
3-Les space required for carrying stock
4-Assurance of handling fresher goods at all times
5-Satisfied customers
6-Increased sales
7-Larger profits

Some customers who have learned the advantages of
stock reports and Regular Supply Orders would like to
have in check their stock each week and place upon us
the responsibility for Fill-ins or Cut-outs . The desire on
the part of a jobber to have the salesman do this work
is complimentary to the salesman,,but from our standpoint it is impractical All direct customers must to a
great extent assume the responsibility themselves, and
it is, therefore, necessary to educate all of the employees
in a jobbing establishment who come in contact with
the handling of a semi-perishable brand to the end that
they thoroughly understand the practices and methods
we advoate .
Stock reports, as we have said, give us an excellent
opportunity to render an unusual and real service to
our jobbers. This system is, however, far more effective when Division Managers and salesmen assume their
share of the responsibility and do not pass it on to the
New York Office. It is not unusual to receive orders
from Division Managers and salesmen for Fill-ins to
a jobber that are in excess of his actual needs. As an
example, let us consider a Fill-in Order for to boxes
of Copenhagen for immediate shipment . The jobber
may be receiving weekly or semi-weekly Regular Supply Orders of an equal quantity or more, and when the
Fill-in shipment is received the jobber finds that his
floor stock is too large and writes in to cancel ; when
the cancellation has taken effect the jobber then finds
he is short of stock. This example may be a little exaggerated for the purpose of bringing home our point,
that Fill-ins should be made in accordance with the
actual requirements. If a jobber is receiving to boxes a
week and is running short approximately two boxes, a
to box Fill-in is really a five weeks' supply of Fill-i n
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Orders . Thus it would have been much more satisfactory to that jobber, enabling him to sell fresher stock
to the retail trade, if the Fill-in Order had been placed
for two boxes with each shipment for five weeks, or
even five boxes additional with the next two Regular
Supply Orders- Fill-in Orders must be placed with
care, as we do not wish to have any direct customer
even slightly overstocked for a period before the entire
Fill-in is used.
It is even more necessary for Division Managers
and salesmen to exercise care when accepting orders
for our slow selling semi-perishable brands, such as
dnehor, Seal and Hone Shoe snuffs, Key, Shod . RightCat, and !t -B Cut tobaccos . The volume of safe on
these brands fluctuates more than Copenhagen, making
it were difficult for all concerned to judge or anticipate
requirements . Do not hesitate to order out a single
9-roll case instead of two or a one-half gross case of
Right-Cut and tv-B Cut instead of a full gross, if such
quantities are more in line with the requirements. Oc .
casionally the New York office feels that it is necessary to reduce an order taken by a Division Manager
or salesman. This very often causes confusion with the
jobber . However, we sometimes must take that responsibility, unless we know the Division Manager or salesman has fully studied the conditions .
Approximately 85% of our direct customers on
semi-perishable brands receive their goods on Regular !•
Supply Orders . This percentage would be much higher i
if it were figured on the total volume from our Chicago
Factory instead of on the number of customers . Not
only do our largest customers have regular supply orders but also some of our smallest . ranging from those
who receive more than full shipping quantities each
day of the week down to those who receive one case
every other week. Such whole-hearted approval from
all classes of wholesale dealers proves beyond question
the efficiency of our plan .
The ideal basis for placing a Regular Supply Order
is about go% of the jobber's normal periodic requirements . With such an order going forward regularly . iwould be necessary for the jobber to place only an r :33
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asional Fill-in Order. When he has to place Full-ins
every week or every other week, it is evident that the
Regular Supply Order is not quite large enough and
should be increased . Likewise, if many Cut-outs and
omissions of shipments are necessary, his Regular Supply Order is too large and should be reduced .
It is our aim to we that jobbers in light territories
are supplied with Copenhagen in such quantities only
as an be turned over within two weeks or less . If
any in a light territory are found to be turning over
their stock in three welt, we should not be satisfied
as it must be our aim to continually better the turnover
in, all territories.
In territories where Regular Supply Order deliveries
are made three to five times a week our problem is
quite different as it is then our duty to keep jobbers
supplied with enough stock to maintain the freshness of
our semi-perishable brands and insure a continual supply to the ultimate consumer.
It is in the medium and light territories where our
problem is the greatest . In many light territories, we
.are today confronted with high freight expense due to
small shipping quantities . Our prices are based on prepayment of freight on not less than too lb. gross weight
or ten 9-roll boxes of Copenhagen . However, due to
our desire to keep the trade supplied with fresh Copenhagen, we have made many exceptions in order to perfect our general turnover by shipping in some territories less than full freight-paid shipping quantities on
a weekly Regular Supply Order . In other territories
we have limited the shipment of less than full freightpaid shipping quantities to every other week on Regular Supply Order . Such conditions develop through
consumer demand and the ability of jobbers to govern
their stocks. It is, therefore, necessary for each man to
study the conditions in his territory before making
recommendations for Regular Supply Orders for less
than full shipping quantities, or to boxes .

is one to three weeks older than his competitors' stocks .
In many territories it would be advisable, in this instance, to chance that Regular Supply Order to five
boxes every two weeks, and assume the extra freight
charge . In some other territories, the one week's difference would still work a great hardship on the distributor and it would, therefore, be necessary for us to
make him weekly shipments of two 9-roll boxes each
week with an additional box every other week, thus
making up the total requirement of to boxes for a four
weeks' period .
In all probability a jobber in such a territory would
very quickly obtain additional business because of the
freshness of his Copenhagen and thus in a short time
be able to increase his Regular Supply Order to three
and possibly four boxes each week . The same applies
to the previous instance of changing a Regular Supply
Order from a monthly basis to every other week .
Examples are very numerous where such changes have
resulted in a jobber very quickly being able to use a full
freight-paid shipment weekly or bi-weekly. Small volume business is frequently caused by the jobber's inability to have fresh stock at all times when receiving
shipments but once a modth .
1

If a jobber requires ten 9-roll boxes of Copenhagen
in four weeks and the majority of his competitors are
receiving weekly shipments, that jobber is naturally at
a great disadvantage as his stock for 75% of the tim e

A like analysis should be made with any jobber rest
eeiving twenty 9-roll boxes of Copenhagen per week,
Such a jobber can much better serve his trade by having
the Regular Supply Order changed to to boxes semiweekly. However, such a recommendation should nok
be made unless you are reasonably sure that the jobber
can continue to use at least to boxes twice a week, for
should his volume decrease we are then faced with the
alternative of shipping less than a full freight-paid shipment twice a week or going back to the former basis
of one shipment a week . It is often difficult to do the
latter after a jobber has become accustomed to receiving more frequent shipments . If such a jobber insk.ts
upon carrying the same quantity of floor stock he intmerly =tried when he was getting weekly shipment,
two or three shipments a week are of no benefit to tl,c
freshness of Copenhagen . However no salesman shoui=
be discouraged because he finds these conditions to cxrt~ .
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They are caused solely by the lack of knowledge regarding Regular Supply Orders, and therefore, the
jobber's stock clerk and all others who are in contact
with the semi-perishable brands must be educated and
made to understand that when shipments are changed
to weekly, semi-weekly, or three times a week, the floor
stock an be reduced accurdingly.
In many respects the more frequently shipments are
made the easier it is for the jobber to control his stock,
as it is comparatively simple for him to notify the New
York Office of either increase or decrme in Regular
Supply Orders and they an become effective upon the
next shipment leaving our Chicago Factory . It is self.
evident that when shipments go out every two weeks
it will usually take longer for a change in Regular
Supply to effect the jobber's stock than when a shipment is leaving the factory every few days . Further
more, the more often a jobber receives direct shipments
the less inconvenience and annoyance he will have,
should a shipment happen to go astray or be delayed in
transit.
Very often when reductions in quantity are desired
for one shipment only, the remainder of the shipment is
reduced to less than a full shipping quantity of to
boxes In such instances the New York Office would
want to ship the remainder along with the next Regular
Supply Order, purely because of a saving in freight
charge. It is of material benefit to the New York Office
if the salesman suggesting the reduction will note upon
his suggestion whether the remainder of the shipment
(which may consist of several brands) an go forward
with the next Regular Supply Order, or should be
shipped as scheduled if the delay would result in reduc .
ing a jobber's stock to a minimum.
As previously stated, a 1254%6 fluctuation in a period
of four weeks represents a fluctuation of ;% days' supply. It, therefore, follows that a aoyo fluctuation in a
territory represents a 3ya day $' supply .
One of the most important helps that any salesman
can render to a jobber is to show the stock clerks that
they should exercise the greatest care in h;ndling the
stock so that whenever a shipment is received it shoul d
l6

either be placed in a separate bin until all of the cld
stock has been disposed of, or the old stock should b ;
placed in front of the new stock so that the clerks -ill
not start in on the new pile before all the older stock
has been shipped out.
Some jobbers have a habit of opening cases and packing loose rolls in bins for convenience. This is an exceedingly bad procedure with Copenhagen, as you can
easily see that with loose rolls the new stock may become
mixed with the old. Should a jobber desire to use this
method he is much better off just to cut the tops from
the case and place the full can in the bin, and as soon
as the 9 rolls have been taken from the one case he can
throw the empty cue away without running the chance
of mixing the dates.
Sun-JonREas : It is also necessary to apply the
principles of handling a semi-perishable brand to subjobbers who are not on our direct list . If such a distributor is handling Copenhagen he should be called
upon fairly regularly, in order to make certain that he
is not disrupting our plans to get fresh Copenhagen
into the hands of the ultimate consumer by selling old r
dating than the other jobbers in the same territor$ .
Sub-jobbers present a rather complex problem if they
are not handling our semi-perishable business properly .
Stocks of a dating older than necessary get into supjobbers' stocks due to one of two causes : First, mtshandling on the sub-jobber's part : second, not obtaining
fresh stock from our direct customer. Consequently the
situation must be thoroughly analyzed before corrective
measures are instigated .
If the difficulty is in mishandling on the part of the
sub-jobber, that is, if the sub-jobber is not always selling
the oldest due first or is buying in too large a quantity,
the procedure to follow is evident. He should bt
strutted always to sell his oldest first and to buy in
smaller quantities from his pick-up jobber.
If, as is very often the case, the sub-jobber claims hidifficulties are in the way he obtains his stock from or
direct customer, then it is necessary to all upon th e
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direct customer . You may learn quite a different story
from what the sub-jobber has told you and you will,
therefore, have to study both sides of the question . In
the majority of instances you will find that the difficulty is the fault of both the sub-jobber and our direct
customer. Very often the matter an be straightened
out by just explaining the principles of handling a semiperishable brand to both parties. However, it is often
necessary to go deeper than this and ascertain the exact
number of cases or rolls that the sub-jobber uses per
week and then instigate with him a Regular Supply
Order plan for pick-ups from our direct customer . The
jobber in turn will have to arrange to have a definite
portion of his shipment . set aside for that sub-jobber.
Of course the sub-jobber will have to learn that each
week it is necessary for him to pick up the quantity
which is being ordered and set aside for his use . Should
the sub-jobber at any time need an additional quantity
he must understand that our direct customer cannot
always carry a surplus for such needs and would have
to order the additional quantity from our Chicago Factory . The sub-jobber must anticipate his wants exactly
the same as a direct customer. A situation of this kind
is likely to be rather difficult to handle, and any new
salesman who is not thoroughly conversant with the
handling of our semi-perishable brands will find it is
better to refer such matters to his Division Manager
for instructions, rather than go ahead on his own and
take the chance of creating a misunderstanding, which
will later require additional work to correct.
Jossna SALtlMnN : Do not recommend that
jobbers' salesmen sell Copenhagen upon date as this
may cause an unusual fluctuation among jobbers in a
given territory. However, they must be acquainted
with the importance of not allowing their retail customers to purchase Copenhagen in larger quantities
than they should. Jobbers' salesmen are the same as all
other salesmen . They enjoy taking orders, but they
should know that large orders on Copenhagen will decrease their volume of business . Small and frequen t
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orders will increase their business in the long run . If a
jobber's salesman calls upon a retail dealer once a week
he should never sell that dealer more Copenhagen than
would last him until the next delivery is made . Jobbers'
salesmen can be of great benefit to you in keeping the
retail territory from overbuying by asking only for
orders sufficient to last the dealer until their next trip .
In some cases where the salesman of one jobber does
not cover a territory as frequently as another jobber's
salesman, the former should realize the difficulty of trying to handle and maintain the regular Copenhagen
business of the dealers, as each retailer should be in
position to offer his customers as fresh Copenhagen as
any of his competitors . When dealers learn the advantage of handling fresh Copenhagen they will not be
satisfied with the service of jobbers who do not supply
it fresh .
r
t
UnvsnBLE AND UNSALAataCoPSNHAGaN : Jobbers
ask, "At what date does Copenhagen become unusable?"
There is a great difference between Copenhagen that is
"unusable" and that which is "unsalable ." Copenhagen
becomes "unusable" only after it is so old that it hqs
lost all its fine flavor. It is "unsalable" when it' is olddr
than the consumers in any locality feel it should be to
meet their particular taste-habit . Copenhagen, "unsa able" in one locality, may be salable in another, depen ing entirely upon the way the consumers' tastes have
been trained in each locality .
In localities where it takes only one or two days to
receive a shipment from the Chicago Factory and the
volume is heavy, Copenhagen is practically unsalable
when it is only two weeks old, although it is still usaable. In territories where freight shipments require
seven days and the volume is fight. we should try to
have dealers carry not more than two weeks' sepp . .:• .
even though some users might be satisfied with Ccprthagen 3o days old. The Copenhagen users in such sections who demand and an procure Copenhagen net
over two weeks old are purchasing their supplies fu, :,
dealers who probably buy from jobbers receiving thc' 7
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shipments more often than the majority . These dealers
will increase theirCopenhagenbusiness whereas the dealers who are not keyed up to supply such demand but
are trying to sell Copenhagen 30 days old will eventually lose business . And the jobbers who in turn are
supplying these 30 day dealers will always have trouble
with their shipments. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that the stock of such jobbers be given prompt
and thorough attention . Every effort should be made to
improve their turnover. Their business and ours will
not be equal to the opportunitip of the whole territory
until they are able to serve their trade with as fresh
Copenhagen as their competitor.
The change which takes place in Copenhagen is a
natural action produced by the moisture content . As
the action progresses, the flavor and taste changes .
Copenhagen is still usable for periods ranging up to 40
or 60 days, according to the locality and the season of
the year. Generally speaking it keeps fresher in winter
than in summer, in cold climates, and in cool stock
roons. For instance, Copenhagen kept canrinaoas!y at
a temperature not higher than 58 to 6o degrees will
not change its flavor or character to any extent during
a period of six months . It will not freeze or change its
character in a continuous temperature of zero. The
"right" degree of freshness is wholly a matter of tastehabit. A user accustomed to the taste of Copenhagen
at one stage of freshness will not like its flavor at any
other stage. It makes no difference to him whether it
bears an earlier or later date of packing, whether it is
fresher or older, it is a flavor he is not accustomed to
and so it does not taste right to him, although it would
to others with different taste-habits.
Joseeas' Srocxs : When a jobber for some reason accumulates an overstock of semi-perishable brands
in excess of his requirements, in most instances, it is evidence of the fact that he has already started to lose
business because of the age of his stock . If transfers to
another jobber can easily be made by Division Managers or salesmen in order to reduce the floor stock, i t
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is advisable to do so. However, the fresher stock
should be used in such instances and not the oldest .
The New York Office should-then be instructed without delay to make reductions' in the Regular Supply
Order, as it usually takes several weeks for all the
former customers of such a jobber to find out they can
again obtain their supplies with as fresh stock ad they
did before the overstocking took place . When this precaution is not taken, it frequently taker several weeks
for that jobber to work out of his predicament, and
if he is not in a heavy or particular snuff territory, his
loss may be exceedingly difficult to regain .
In analyzing the stock of jobbers who are selling
Copenhagen of older dating than should be delivered to
the retail trade the following must be taken into consideration before any corrective plan is suggested :
1-Is the oldest stock being disposed of first?
2-How often are shipments received ?
3-Is too large a floor stock being carried ?
4-Is this oversupply caused by a temporary condition that an be corrected by a Cut-out of
all or part of the next Regular Supply Order,
or is it the result of an accumulation of stock
received on Regular Supply or Open Orders of
larger quantities than normal requirements ?
After the analysis is made and a decision reached, it
the condition is found to be temporary the New Yor
Office should be notified to cut out either an entir4
shipment or part of it . If the condition is more than
temporary, the jobbers requirements should be calculated to the best of your ability and a change in the
Regular Supply Order requested . It is frequently the
can that both a cut-out and a change in the Regular
Supply Order are necessary. If the salesman is not
thoroughly familiar with the territory and the jobber's
requirements it is proper for him to request the Division Manager or the New York Office also to chc-~
the suggested change for the Regular Supply shipments
and make any adjustments deemed advisable .
OPEN Ototas : There are many fundamental rc :: .
sons why Regular Supply Orden are best for the ma .
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jority of our direct customers, but there will always be
a minority who prefer to handle their business on Open
Orders. The majority of these have a small or light
business which fluctuates because of seasonal trends or
uncontrollable factors. Every salesman must endeavor
to exercise the same amount of are in handling their
semi-perishable stock as he would with larger volume
purchasers using Regular Supply Orders . We have a
few customers who purchase our semi-perishable brands
on Open Orders in fair sized quantities, but they take
the greatest are in handling- their stock, their stock
clerks being so familiar with Copenhagen and our other
moi perishable brands that they time their Open Orders to arrive when their stock is practically depleted.
With these customers, the result is practically the same
as if they were on the Regular Supply Order plan.
Purchasing on Open Order and at the same time exercising such great care in placing orders requires much
more work and careful study on the part of the jobber,
which can be avoided by the use of our Regular Supply
Order plan. After all, this plan was put into operation
mainly to assure fresh stock at all times with least
inconvenience to our direct customers .
In light territories our biggest difficulty with the
Open Order plan is that one customer will run out and
cause his trade to seek supplies from one of our other
jobbers, thus creating a temporary bulge in the litter's
volume of sale, and disturbing the whole regular flow
of supply from out factory . Copenhagen can best be
handled by all jobbers when retail dealers confine their
purchases to the most convenient jobber or the one
who supplies them properly with fresh snuff . It is selfevident that if retail dealers in light territories buy
their Copenhagen requirements from three or four different jobbers, it is exceedingly difficult for any one of
these jobbers to know what his requirements should be
from week to week. Our task in such case is one of
patient education among both retailers and jobbers to
the end thit each jobber can be assured of a fairly constant demand and be, able to regulate his supply in
accordance with his normal volume of sale .
In view of all that has been said regarding the semi42

perishable nature of our moist brands of snuff, t
gether with the moist chewing tobaccos, such as Rig
Cut, W-B Cut, and Key Chewing, it is easily undo
stood why there are no'quantity discounts to jobbe
and no retail drop shipments . As a matter of fact, ar
sort of inducement to buy more than normal requir
ments is detrimental to a semi-perishable brand.
DAMAGED Sroc,c : When a semi-perishable brag
becomes too old to he salable in any given territory,
can be destroyed if it is so old as to be unusable,
if still usable, it an be returned to the Division Mat
ager or factory, depending upon the instructions cove
ing that particular territory . It is a common miscor
ception of tobacco salesmen that semi-perishable brans
are returned to the factory to be re-worked int
cheaper brands . This, however, is absolutely impo
Bible- because after the aging process has reached
certain stage all the flavor, character, and substanc
of the tobacco are practically lost and cannot E
reclaimed .
One reason for our insistence upon educational W TT
among all jobbers in the handling of semi-petishib
brands is that any accumulation of unsalable stock
likely to mean a monetary loss to that jobber . Qe
general basis for adjustment on old stock picked i u
from jobbers is as follows : The first time, ioo%o, c
full credit, which means we are standing the entir
loss ; the second time, 75%-the jobber is then V
quired to stand 25% of the loss ; the third time an
thereafter, 5o%-both the jobber and ourselves divid
ing the loss equally .
Every salesman should have one of our damage
goods report books with him at all times. Its use
thoroughly explained by his Division Manager . ' .
will always be distributors who do not learn to tat c cr
proper care of semi-perishable brands, until their .r . :c
tension to stocks causes them a financial loss . 7 t
therefore, necessary that we endeavor to adhere in
cases to our regular basis of adjustment on unsala',
semi-perishable brands. There are, at rimes, pe=lt : : .
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valid mesons why a jobber should have an accumula.
tion of stock. If it is clearly evident that the accumulation was in no way the jobber's fault, an explanatory
letter should be written to your Division Manager, who
may or may not (depending upon the amount involved)
refer the matter to the New York Office for financial
settlement. We must all realize that the marketing of a
semi-perishable tobacco brand is unique, presenting to
the jobber problems and methods of stock keeping very
different from anything else within his experience.
Hence all conditions must be taken into consideration
when handling damaged stock to be sure we arrive at
a settlement that is fair and just to both the jobber and
ourselves.

A large portion of our customers take advantage of
our offer to handle claims for damaged merchandise,
and thus when they forward to us the freight bill bearing the exception together with their invoice for the
amount involved, we promptly mail them our credit,
enabling them to dose their file, while we, in turn,
await reimbursement from the carrier.
In addition to the above, there are also claims classilied as "Concealed Loss and Damage Claims," meaning
that the damage or shortage is not detected until the
shipping carton is unpacked . It then becomes necessary
for the consignee to notify the railroad company who
sends an inspector to examine the carton and the damaged merchandise. With the inspectors notice and the
freight bill, claims of this nature are completed and
our customer receives the usual credit for the amount
involved. It is not necessary in such cases for our jobbers to keep the entire carton intact until the inspector
calls to examine it . All that is necessary is to save
the carton and the damaged merchandise as evidence

and they, in turn, have the privilege of disposing of
the undamaged merchandise .
All jobbers should be advised (you will And it necessary to advise them continually) that they must not
pick up unsalable Copenhagen or any of our other
semi-perishable brands from the retail trade. Experience has shown that whenever a jobber picks up from
a retail dealer, it is customary for the retail dealer to
expect to receive an allowance of too% of his cost .
Since most jobbers are today allowed only jo% on unsalable stock, you can we that it would be exceedingly
difficult for them to change the credit allowance to the
retail dealer, after they had already allowed too%o .
Request your jobbers, whenever a retail dealer accumulate any unsalable stock, simply to take the
dealer's name and address and notify you, your Division Manager or the New York Office- We. shall
then be in position to carry-on the necessary educational
work with the retail dealer, explaining to him the semiperishable nature of our moist snuffs, and showing him
how, by ordering more frequently from his jobber and
always selling the oldest first, he can maintain fresher
Copenhagen, and thereby not only keep his present customers satisfied but also make his store known to the
community as one that always has fresh Copenhag n
in stock. It is a known fact that fresh Copenhagen wjll
in most cases increase a dealer's total volume of business by bringing in new customers "who also purchase
other articles .
I
Salesmen, when picking up unsalable semi-perishable
brands from retail dealers, are given the alternative of
paying either for them in cash or stock . Comparativcl.;
few instances will arise when it is necessary to pay a
retailer in ash . Should the entire stock of the semiperishable brand be unsalable, the same brand should be
given in exchange whenever possible, as we do not wish
to lose distribution on any of our semi-perishable bratids .
Should the retail dealer have an additional quas .tity
that brand in good, fresh, salable condition or shuuld ;,e
be expecting a delivery from his jobber, you should not
become a party to the act of overstocking him by f ;i' :nv
an additional quantity which would be too large fo r
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From time to time our distributors receive from the
transportation companies shipments that contain one or
more cartons in a damaged condition . When this happens the drayman usually calls the matter to the attention of the carrier's agent who in turn makes the specific notation of shortage or bad order on the freight
bill, which eliminates subsequent dispute and assures
prompt settlement of the claim .
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normal requirements Under such circumstances it is
advantageous for you to give him stock of one of your
leader tobacco brands or sizes In this way, it is very
often possible to secure a placement on a brand that it
might be difficult to place through a regular introductory sale, this increasing your distribution . Lass of distribution is a serious matter and it is sometimes advoable in making exchanges to give the retail dealer just a
few packages of the brand picked up, should he be
expecting a supply from a jobber, and the balance in
one of our other brands . Under no conditions should
a retailer be told to return unsalable stock to the jobber.
t
RETAIL DEALERS
The general task of teaching retail dealers to buy in
small quantities and as frequently as possible is exactly
the .same as with the jobbers. For convenience in considering the subject we have divided the retail trade
into two groups One group includes dealers in towns
where there is a good sale of Copenhagen ; the other
coven towns where the sale of Copenhagen S light A
typical town in the first group we shall designate as
"Goodtown," in the second as "Lighttown ." When
considering the age or date of Copenhagen in different
towns and retail stores we must bear in mind that the
dates are purely relative, since the volume of business,
the distance from our Chicago Factory or from the
nearest jobbing point, and'the taste-habits of consumers
make each market a separate age and date problem .
Stale Copenhagen in Chicago or Minneapolis would
be fresh Copenhagen in many of the Atlantic Coast
States, or the Pacific Coast States. In Chicago or Minneapolis many users are accustomed to buying Copenlagen lea than a week old while it takes practically
that long for a shipment from our Chicago Factory to
be delivered to jobbers' warehouse in the states along
the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts This doe not take
into consideration the fact that normal stocks of both
jobber and retail dealer should be used before new shipments are sold to the consumer .
46

Now let us consider the actual conditions surround
ing our operations in "Goodtown" and "Lighttou n .
In "Lighttown" a distributor's average weekly sale ma
run so pounds and his Regular Supply Order call fo
4o pounds every other week . Assuming that it takeseven days for the shipment to reach the jobber's ware
house and that he sells the entire shipment in the twc
weeks' period, the last roll going to a retail dealer is .
therefore, three weeks old . This, however, as a genera
rule is not the actual condition, since most jobbers whc
receive shipments every other week feel that it is necessary to have a few days' supply on hand so as to be
certain of not running out. Thus, if the jobber is carry
frig a week's floor stock for protection, his Inc roll wins
be four weeks old when it goes to the retail dealer
Since it is likewise advisable for most retail dealers tc
have a small protection stock it is probable that the las
an of the last roll in the retailers hands may be arounc
six weeks old when it is finally sold to a consume r

The above explanation of "Lighttown" movemen
. By close atten
tnoheidalc ,syoune
tion and careful handling on the part of jobber and e
taller, elapsed time could be cut down one week sic
possibly ten days This would not only bring the las
can into the consumer's hands that much earlier, bu
would also improve the operation on every other gar
and roll in that particular shipment.
In "Goodtown" the distributors receive shipment
three times a week, or even more often, and the avetag!
time in transit from our Chic-ago Factory is about
days. The jobbers in "Goodtown" endeavor to have
never more than one or two days' supply on hand at
time. Thus their oldest stock is but six days old, inc
the average retail dealer is never selling Copenhooeof an older dating than two weeks . You an easily at•
how the time would be still further reduced where i :.hben receive shipments each day of the week and h .wover-night or a day and a night delivery service f ; :r
our Chicago Factory. In such cases the Co fren fi
nrthaisecvd yntirlspoedf
same day or at most with only a small balance left or•
for the succeeding day . Many retail dealers in tern47
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torie such as this receive their supply from their jobben two or three time a week. Consumers buying
from thee dealers are of course receiving a semi-perishable product in the freshest possible condition . However, even in such "Goodtown" territories, our educational work must be carried on with test in retail dales and jobbers who fail to take advantage of their
opportunities or to give proper attention to the selling
of oldest stock first, or neglect to we that they buy only
in such quantities as to avoid an unnecessary amount on
hand when fresh shipments are delivered.
A consumer going from "Goodtown" into "Lighttown" may very naturally object to Copenhagen six
weeks' old. His taste-habit was formed by obtaining
snuff only one or two weeks old . We cannot entirely
overcome this difference in dating . However, through
constant working in "Lightfown", we can improve the
turnover in the retail store and among jobbers. It is
one of our bet means for increasing Copenhagen business Remember the fresher Copenhagen is, the easier
it is for a over to become accustomed to its flavor, the
better he will like it, and consequently the more he will
consume.
When calling on retail store, regardless of whether
you are in "Goodtown" or "Lighttown," do not neglect to compliment a dealer upon the freshness of his
Copenhagen . Should it be older than you feel is
proper for the territory, endeavor to find the cause and
show the retail dealer how, by more careful handling,
he can improve his date on Copenhagen .
The dates that mean "right state of freshness" for
Copenhagen are, as you see, purely relative . What is
too old in one territory is just right in another . It depends upon whether you are in "Lighttown," "Goodtown," some town in between the two, or even somewhere farther away from the source of supply than
"Lighttown . "
The determination of what is the salable date of
Copenhagen in any town must be based upon the dates
the average dealer is selling in that territory . Copenhagen can be considered fresh in any territory where it
is of a date considered right by the majority of dealer s
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who are exercising proper care in purchasing and hard
ling . Whenever you find a dealer selling older dat :n
than the average dealers are selling or older than yc,
feel it should be, point out to him that he cannot pcs
sibly increase his Copenhagen sales if he doe not exer
use more care in handling, and that he is likely to los
what trade he has.
Copenhagen stock in retail dealers' store should b,
carefully examined . Wherever possible obtain the per
mission of the dealer to go behind the counter arc
inspect the entire stock. Look over not only the can,
in the vendor but also ascertain if he has any additions .
rolls . Calculate as well as you can how long the entire
stock will last, then determine in what quantity he
should purchase our semi-perishable brands, to enable
him to buy as frequently as is possible without running
the risk of building up an oversupply, which would in
turn defeat the purpose of more frequent buying . Whe rever dealers can buy from their jobbers each week, they
should never purchase grater than a week's supply .
There is nothing to be gained by buying Copenhagen
or our other semi-perishable brands of snuff or moist
chewing tobaccos in larger quantities than are sufficient
to take care of immediate needs . We have no quantity
price. One roll of Copenhagen is sold to retail daldrs
at the same price as eight or nine rolls .
We have tried to depict the average conditions in
"Lighttown ." There are rare cases, however, where
you may find retail stocks of Copenhagen slightly older
than the average and still suitable for sale and use in
that particular town . Do not let the exception mislead
you as to what the proper date should be in some other
adjacent territory .
Improvement in the sale and distribution of Copenhagen of proper dating can best be achieved by doing
Lest whatever is possible with the jobber ; but unfortun•
arely many jobbers will not pay sufficient heed to c r
warnings and instructions until the retail dealers bcjf .' .
to complain and start to buy from jobbers who hander
Copenhagen properly and know how to look out ` .r
the retailer's interests. Then that distributor is will .
to listen . So, if some retail dealer shows you that I .,
49
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receiving older Copenhagen from his jobber than his
trade demands and if you know the jobber is not paying proper attention to his stock, you are justified in
telling the dealer to complain to his jobber about the
unnecessarily old dating he is receiving . You will
really be working in the jobber's best interests .
Retail dealers can .be of tremendous help in securing
fresher dates for Copenhagen users, not only through
improvement in their own stock handling but also
through forcing wholesale dealers to exercise better
are in the handling of stocks and purchases .
In some extremely "Lighttown" territories where
Copenhagen is handled by only a few dealers and where
its sale is small it will not be of any benefit to increase
our distribution and try to have all dealers handle it.
Unlike other tobacco products, Copenhagen business is
not always increased through obtaining a wider distribution. An increase in the number of stores handling
Copenhagen in some "Lighttown" localities, would, in
all probability, only decrease the volume of business in
the stores already handling it and spread the total
existing volume out pretty thin. If the original dealers
handling Copenhagen had been purchasing a roll of
eight cans about every two weeks, the spreading of the
sale to additional stores might reduce their volume to
a point where they. would buy one eight-can roll every
three or four weeks. You can we this would only defeat all our effort to increase the freshness of Copenhagen in the town. We must remember that our
volume depends upon the consumer's satisfaction . In
some territories it is better to discourage a new retail
dealer from handling Copenhagen than it is to encourage him . However, if this dealer is receiving calls from
his customers, he should stock it. Wherever you know
of a dealer who has just recently been stocking Copenhogen, it is of paramount importance that you give him
as much help as you an in the proper handling of a
semi-perishable brand .
Whether you are in "Lighttown" or "Goodtown" it
is necespary to all on all types of storm handling tobacco brands, particularly the more or less isolated stores
such as garages on the highways and small stores at cross50

roads in the country, and the many neighborhood stor
in the suburbs surrounding a town . These should all
checked as often as possible . If one of these stores des
not handle Copenhagen or any of our other semi-perk .
able brands, but is having occasional calls they shou
be sold a small quantity, even though it is necessary
assure the dealer that if it does not turn over proper
you will pick it-up in exchange for an additional qua
tity of the same brand or one of our other branc
should he so desire. Unsalable Copenhagen should i
picked up and replaced with new stock until the deal,
obtains a regular, steady business sufficient to anu!
frequent turnover. On the other hand, if it has bee
demonstrated that he has no regular customers and h
occasional calls are not sufficient to warrant his ca
rying it, he should be given one of our other brands.
Many of these smaller and out-of-the-way stor•
have been neglected in the past when we had an insu
fieient number of salesmen ; but today, with smal!N
territories and a greatly increased sales force, all tyre
of dealers can and should be called upon . There is n
doubt that we have lost consumer business because vu
salesmen had not acquainted these small dealers wit
the principles and methods of handling semi-perishabl
goods. When a small dealer receives complaints fror
his customers about the condition of a semi-perishab
brand he will often discontinue handling it, just to P .
rid of complaints, since his volume is small. ,Undo
these circumstances we lose distribution and one or mor
consumers who probably switch to some other bran,
Each of our representatives has some dealers of th
type in his territory, which should be properly service
as they afford excellent opportunities to increase V,,
semi-perishable business.
The sale of Copenhagen Snuff has shown a ren,ark
able increase over the past twenty years It natural .
follows that its distribution has likewise inereao
However, the distribution has followed the inc,c~
sales to consumers instead of coming through force
tension of distribution.
As tobacco chewers learn the advantage of C'• ;hagen over their old brand, they quite naturall y
SI
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for Copenhagen in stores that may or may not have
carried it before. All stores in all territories must,
therefore, be worked by our men . It is impossible to tell
fmm the outside of a store whether or not the dealer
has a good business on Copenhagen, a fair business, or
no business at all. Experience has shown that some dealers who had at one time a small but satisfactory business
on Copenhagen, lost what business they had through
mishandling and giving their customers older . dated
snuff than could be purchased in the surrounding stores
If one of our salesmen had been fortunate enough to
call upon that dealer, had he picked up the old stock,
and given him the proper explanation and instruction
on the handling of semi-perishable brands, he could
have saved for us the business of the dealer and of
several consumers m well.

During the past few years, since price cutting has
become prevalent with retail dealers, it is not uncommon to find some dealers who believe that a cut price on
a semi-perishable brand is all that is necessary to build
a larger volume of business . Copenhagen and our other
semi-perishable brands are sold upon freshness--not
price. Many consumers will not buy three packages for
27c
. or even a quarter, if they know that another conveniently located store sells their favorite brand in
fresher condition . It should be pointed out to all cut
price dealers that it is the freshness of a semi-perishable brand that increases volume and not cut prices It
is one of the few types of merchandise on which no
sacrifice of profit need be made, and on which the dealer
can reap the full reward for good service to his cuss
comer Many dealers have experienced difficulty in
selling at any price Copenhagen of an older date than
is sold by their competitors. It has also been demonstrated that the cut-price dealer who uses our semiperishable brands as loss leaders, may increase his sales
temporarily, but does not make as much money as when
selling smaller quantities at the regular established
price of icc. per package
52

COPENHAGEN ADVERTISING

Advertising materials for Copenhagen and other
semi-perishable brands, are listed and described in the
"S . A." List, each item of which will be taken up with
you by your Division Manager or the New York Office .
For Copenhagen there are materials for store d :s; . .ay
and for outdoor use, and it is important to see that
your territory utilizes these materials to the best possible advantage One sign well placed is worth two
or even more indifferently placed . This is true within
the store as weir as outside. It is not the number of
signs you place that is as important as where you Place
than . The amount of advertising done on Copenhagen
is really up to the salesmen. The Company furnishes
materials, in the form of vendors, store signs, outdoor
signs and booklets, but they do not became advertising
until you place them where they can be seen and read .
It can be good or poor advertising depending upon
where you place it.
The vendors on Copenhagen and other leading semiperishable brands deserve your best attention to see they
are conveniently and prominently placed . Vendors are
not only positive aids in helping you get older dates used
first, in proper rotation, they also, whin placed by you in
the right locations, are standard advertising devices of
inestimable value to the dealer and to us-a notice to
all who enter the store that Copenhagen or other
brands are sold there, and that the dealer is watching
his dates and striving to serve the consumers' interests.
Your dealers should be glad to cooperate with you
in getting Copenhagen advertising placed to advantage
both inside and outside their stores, since it is one of the
few quick-turnover classes of merchandise on whitthey are able to get their full profit, on which they car
build up a steady, dependable trade that will influence
their business on other lines, and on which their servicto consumers, if it is all it should and can be, will b :
truly appreciated . Remember it costs the dealer less k•
give good service to consumers than it does to give -cis
service Therefore he can be made to see the wisdor .
giving Copenhagen advertising preferential position !n
his store.
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S STATED before, Scotch snuffs are most
popular in southern and southwestern
States, but have a definite following,
though limited, in every other part of
the country. Our brands are suitable for
sale and the everywhere, and no salesmen, evert though
primarily concerned with moist goods or smoking tobaccos, should neglect the opportunities to push the use
and sale of Scotch .
You are probably already familiar with the fact that
there are in the main, three varieties of Scotch snuff
designated as "Strong," "Sweet" and "Plain ." The
principal consumer demand is for the first two, although "Plain" has development possibilities about
which you can learn from your Division Manager, if
your territory calls for it.
Scotch snuff is always packed in dry powder form
and is therefore not perishable like moist muff, nor subject to drying-out like smoking tobaccos . It, therefore,
will not deteriorate rapidly on dealers' shelves . However, all dry snuff over a long period of time (longer
than it would remain on the average dealer's shelves)
will lose its tobacco strength .
Strong Scotch Snuff is simon-pure tobacco, manufactured without any flavoring materials whatever. It
obtains its character, quality and taste wholly from the
selection of the leaf used, the natural aging of the leaf,
the "Processing" or curing of the leaf, the care, skill
and exactness in blending and grinding, and the final
mellowing of the ground product . Your Company's
brand known as Bruron'r is the finest example of highgrade Strong Scotch on the market, and in many com•
munities it dominates . However, we make several
other brands of Strong Scotch, each being of excep55
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tional value, made with the same care under the same
careful supervision and with the same fidelity to our
standards as Braren4.
Sweet Scotch Snuff is made with the addition of
-flavoring materials, of varying kinds and amounts to
suit the various tastes of users . The same factors determine the character and quality of Sweet Scotch that
are part of our manufacture of Strong, with the added
requirements in the use of the flavoring materials . As
we have said before these ingredients as used by a
are of the same high standard of quality and purity a
is required in the preparation of food, while our are,
exactness and skill in handling them, as to recipes,
measurements and sanitary considerations, can be depended upon to be unsurpassed in the tobacco industries.
One of the competitor companies operating in the
Scotch Snuff field obtains its principal volume on
"Strong," while the other specializes in "Sweet."
Your Company has no predilection for or leaning toward either "Strong" or "Sweet ." We are thoroughly
versed in the art of manufacturing both, equally competent in one as in the other, and, therefore, can fit our
product to the tastes and buying habits of any community . For this reason you will find many United
States Tobacco Company brands with varying degrees
of localized popularity. This may seem confusing at
first, unless you are experienced in selling Scotch Snuff,
but the reason for it and its advantages will soon be
apparent to you.

early days, there were a great many separate sn~
manufacturers, each with its own brands, and to
grater or lea degree with its favorite markets or are
within which it operated . Then the walled trust ,c
formed and many separate companies were emerged in
one. Some brands were dropped, others were clear
for wider territorial exploitation, others were allowe
to develop within the somewhat restricted areas th2
had been their early strongholds.
In rgtt, by court decree, the brands and eompanie
that had been merged were again separated, this tins
into three groups. Your Company, as you read on pag
-bought the brands and business that had once beer
seven separate manufacturing and marketing operation s
The development of our business, from that poin
on, has entailed both the dropping and adding of Scotct
brands from time to time. Likewise the extension o
territorial operations his been gradual, so that in some
communities our Scotch brands have better distribution
and consumer demand than in others .
t
YOUR

SaLLrNO

TASKS

Whatever variations exist in the habits of users in
one locality as against another have been established
many years back by the selling and marketing operations of the snuff manufacturers. Back yonder, in the

Today our primary interest lies in increasing our
reputation and volume in every community by legitimate, ethical, profitable selling methods . We certainly
have all the equipment needed so far as brands are
concerned. On that score we can meet any Scotch
competition, "Strong" or "Sweet ." In advertising we
believe we are more than a match for' competition . A
further marketing advantage to us lies in the fact that
we alone have two very popular brands of smoking
tobacco, increasing rapidly in demand, and Copenhagen
(Moist) Snuff with its firmly established reputation
and heavy demand-all of which gives us greater star
ing and leverage with the retailers and jobber, • .`
Scotch Snuff . We have become a much more important
supplier to the trade of profitable and varied merchandisc for which there is strong consumer demand, :,+,-.i
if this does not result in steady improvement in or
Scotch Snuff volume throughout the territory yct r
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DlsnuavrroN Or DEMAND FOR SCOTCH SNUFF S
There are comparatively few communities where
both Strong and Sweet Scotch cannot be sold, even
though one or the other predominates in a given mar .
ket. If there are any exceptions to this statement
within your territory, your Division Manager will
point them our
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Company will be forced to the conclusion there is
something wrong with your salesmanship .
If your territory is in the Scotch Snuff belt you have
four selling tasks to keep in mind . Stated briefly, these
are :

Sell Snuf
f

Sell Smoking Tottaeea
Place advert inn,
Do consamer work
Neglect any one of them and you will limit your
success . Your Division Manager will explain the
methods of work and direct your activities as they
apply to your territory so that you can carry out this
four-fold program to the best possible: advantage of
yourself, your Division and your Company .

IS pointed out elsewhere in this book,
1 17 Sthe
fact that your Company makes and

IRR

sells smoking tobaccos is a great aid to t e
promotion of your snuff brands. This
was one reason for our entrance into
the smoking tobacco business. Other very important reasons lie in the opportunities the sale of smoking
tobacco gives us to increase our tonnage of tobacco
products and to expand our dperations into ■ larger
consumption market
All of these reasons have a direct bearing on your i„dividual work in your own territory-for it is through
the effectiveness of smoking tobacco sales and distribution in each territory that your Company as a who!c
attains its objectives.
TN! MARK6y FOR SMOKING TOBACC O

Smoking tobaccos have no geographical handicaps as
to consumer use . Unlike snuff, generally speaking,
there are no "light, medium, and heavy" territories .
If these distinctions exist or develop so far as your
Company's brands are concerned, it is because our salesmen, for one reason or another, do not have the time
or fail to take the time to develop distribution . Your
Division Manager will instruct you on this point, ex .
plaining the manner in which you can utilize your timt
to the best advantage of your Company.

NATIONAL ADvnR,ts1N0 FOR SMOKING TOBACC O

Of all our products, smoking tobaccos offer us ouonly opportunity to do national advertising on a sinri'
brand. No one brand of snuff or type of snuff, at ti . . ;
58
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writing, has sufficient nation-wide acceptance or distribution to permit the aanomic use of national advertis .
ing in its promotion and exploitation . Nor do we find
it possible to use so-called institutional advertising to
consumers, on a national scale for your Company as a
whole, such as can be used to advantage by Armour &
Company, H . J . Heinz, General Electric, and many
others with a mom unified group of products with
national distributions. Except for eertitln sectional advertising activities that may develop from time to time,
our reputation as an institution or company must be
largely built within the trade, by our field force, by our
on of the trade-papers•and other trade activities . Valuable as it might be to have this same reputation among
the general consuming public, we do not now .find any
economic way of obtaining It nationally . Therefore,
our advertising to consumers is confined mostly to the
advertising of individual brands of merchandise, and
the only brands on which nation-wide advertising is
done are in smoking tobaccos, on Dilri Best and Model.
Until salesmen in all territories are able to give us
complete distribution, much of this national 'advertising expenditure is wasted . And, by the same token,
the benefits of such advertising in creating consumer
demand are not shared in by those salesmen who do not
follow through .

points, and recnmmend the use and We of any one c
all of our brands with the utmost confidence .
We cannot, of course, suit all smoking tastcs,
change all buying habits . It is not done in any o :hc
type of merchandise in which the same factors are p : et
ent . But our tobaccos have the inherent qualities to sui
a large number of those who smoke pipes and to fit th
pocket books of the great majority. Our markctir: .
opportunities are, therefore, extraordinarily good, _
far as product is concerned . It only remains for us t
continue our promotional effort through sales work anadvertising.
Smoking tobacco is a steady "diet" with the ma :
who likes a pipe, and he is swayed in his selection c
--tobacco by first considering taste . If he pn satisfy hi
taste at loc. a package, why pay tic If he has to limi
himself to roc
. in order to smoke as much as he wroi,t
to, he will not pay tic, but will keep searching for
loc. tobacco that suits him.
On the other hand if the smoker doesn't have to cos,
eider price, and hasn't found any loc. tobacco tha
pleases him, he will turn to higher priced brands . Som
few men pay very high prices-bur they are very fev
comparatively speaking, and they don't buy any "bet
ter" tobacco . They just buy one that suits them better
that costs more because of imported tobaccos used in it
manufacture and because of limited sales .
The vast majority of pipe smokers find the kind o
tobacco they like best within either the tax or tic
groups, Many of this majority can afford to pay an
price they wish . They choose a tobacco like Dilf s Be
or like Model because it is the kind they prefer . The,
are discriminating smokers . They buy to satisfy the
own tobacco taste and judgment. It is "good" tobacc
if it suits them ; if it doesn't suit them it isn't "pw : i,
regardless of its character and price-

DxLL's Barr AND MODEL Fa taro Hucs MAatar
Any way you look at it, the smoking tobacco side o f
this business is extremely important to the success ot•
your Company and yourself . It is growing more important every day . We are a real factor in the market,
as a result of the quality and value of our various brands
and aggressive and progressive exploitation of Dill's
Best and Model through salesmanship and advertising .
An equally potent reason for our success lies in your
Company's fine reputation and standing with the trade .
There is no question about the values we are giving
the pipe smokers of America, or the way in which our
brands meet the modem smoking tastes of a large portion of the public . You can be positive on both these
60

*
DATA ON DILL'S Barr

In Dill's Best we are giving these discrimin :: .rr
smokers a tobacco quite different in flavor and sri en ; t
from Model . - It costs us more to manufacture !~ •
j
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Model because we have to we that it has all the characteristics that have made it a favorite with three generations of pipe smokers who know what they want and
where to get it. And so it has to sell for more.
Dill's Ben was first introduced to American smokers
in 1848. This, however, is not its principal argument
for consideration by the user . Originally Dill's was
made in plug form to meet the requirements of the
hardy smokers of zoo years ago. Later it was sliced
and then cube cut or granulated . The sliced form continues to be popular in many sections of the country,
and should enjoy increasing sales and popularity .in its
unique, modern style of packaging . The rubbed . Pipeready cut is, of course, the big seller and has the more
general acceptance and distribution.
Dilrt has always had a distincti+i, natural-tobacco
.taste and flavor, as characteristic of the tobacco as its
classic, bright yellow tin . But for years it was a pretty
strong tobacco, which was, of course, just what the oldtime, outdoor pipe smokers wanted . This strong
quality, in later years limited its sale. Smoking habits
changed . and it was inevitable that Dill r would have
to be changed in strength if it was to grow in popularity . So, in 1933 we performed a major operation .
and made Dill's much milder, to meet modern smoking
tastes and habits-but in making it milder we were
We to preserve all its former distinctive flavor and
fragrance, all its celebrated smoking qualities. We
were prepared to see many of the old-timers stop smoking it. But there were very few who complained and
switched to some other brand . On the other hand we
began to attract the younger generation ; and so Dill*:
has been steadily gaining many new friends among
both young men and old, while giving increased satisfaction to those who have smoked it many years. These
latter now And they can smoke more than before, without any sacrifice in the taste, aroma, or wonderful
smoking qualities that made Dill's their preferred
smoke.
All told, Dill's Best, America's oldest brand, is also
America's most modern brand.
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DATA ON MODAL

Model appeals to a different group of diseriminatini
smokers. It was developed and placed on the marks
during the depression period of 1929 .32, and was de
signed to meet the demand for lower-priced tobaccos
We took advantage of this opportunity to place on the
market a superior tobacco to sell at toe but not of the
ordinary toe quality. We deliberately sacrificed our
profit in the hope that we could win volume . No roc
tobacco has ever been offered the public that can turnpare with Model in value . It is somewhat milder than
' Di/I'r Bert and has a different taste or flavor . It is by
no means a flat, insipid, tasteless tobacco . It's a real
man's smoke. How it differs in smoking flavor is nothing that an be described, any more than one can describe the difference in taste between ham and bacon .
It has a delightful fragrance or aroma . It is not guwomed-up with sticky flavoring materials or "sauce." It
has in fact many of the characteristics of Dill'r Bestthe same pipe-ready "cut" ; the same cool-burning, evenburning qualities But it doesn't satisfy the smoking
requirements of the Dill's Ben user-and by the same
token many Modal smokers don't like Dill's Best .
In our own factories and offices we get tobacco for
our own personal use without having to pay for it .
Price therefore doesn't enter into or determine our
choice of what we smoke. Some of in smoke Dill's
Bert, others prefer Model . Still others choose Old
Briar and Otterlollr.
So there you arel It's a matter of individual taste .
We don't try to account for it or explain it ; we only
try to do what we can to satisfy it-and at the same
time supply a fair proportion of the huge pipe-smoking
army that for years has found good tobacco need not
cost more than toc or . at the outside, use. .
*
SELL ALL SMOKING TonACCO BRAND S

The popularity of any one of our smoking tobacco
brands will always vary with the territory . As a r :!,,
however, Model will have the widest distribution acs
largest sale of any of our brands . In many store, i i
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will out-sell any single competitive brand . Dill's Best
will, as a rule, be our second-best sold and distributed
brand ; Old Briar and Osterloh's running third and
fourth. Model and Dills Best leadership is the result
of our making than our push brands, backed by consumer advertising on a national scale . They were
chosen became of our belief that their character and
price--their value-would carry them farther into
their markets than any of our other brands. The adop,
tion of this policy by your Company don not, however,
imply" that our other smoking tobacco brands are to be
neglected by you They tell have their place in the
market Faeh ha its group of users who believe no
other tobacco an compare with it. Certain dealers like
to get behind such products as Old Briar or Orterloh's,
and feature them.
Allow your Division Manager to guide you in the
important work of pushing first one and then another
of our smoking tobacco brands, as a leader .
MANurAcruaz or SMORINO Tosacc o

Much that has been said about our making of Snuff,
as covered on page 24 to 26, applies to Smoking Tobacco. The same are in selection, buying, grading .
aging, curing and processing of the leaf holds true.
There are the same requirements as to cleanliness and
inspection, the same advantages in the use of automatic
machinery of our own design, the same "know-how"
or experienced skill, the same high standards in quality
and purity of flavoring materials.
The true art in the manufacture of smoking tobacco,
like that of cigarettes and high-grade cigars, lies in the
selection of the leaf tobaccos and in the blending and
cross blending required to obtain and maintain a constant, year-in-and-year-out uniformity in taste and
aroma. Mother Nature, when growing the leaf, does
not always do a uniform job of production . We must
do it ; otherwise our users, the critical . discriminating
pipe smokers, would soon complain of differences in the
character of product we sold them . To accomplish this
we do not have to resort to tricks and "monkey-busi64

ness," but we do have to be skillful, we do have r
know tobacco in the leaf, in the bulk, in the palm o
the hand when we well it, moist oc dry, and finally
in the pipe. We can and do surround the manufactur,
with every known scientific instrument and device this :
will aid in the control of various process ;but science
automatic machinery and standardized operations sere,
only up to a certain point. Without the expert, inti
mate, life-long experience of men steeped in the on
no manufacturer of smoking tobacco could stay in busi"
ness very long. Whether or not we have any grcate•
skill than competitors would be wholly a matter o
opinion. That we have great skill is a matter of factdemonstrated by what we have accomplished on Dill' .
and Model. -In the case of Dill's we were able tc
change the strength without any change in the test,
and fragrance that had held the market on Dill's for
many years and still continues to do so .' In the case of
Model we were able to develop and produce an entirely
new tobacco, of such distinctive quality in the roe field
that it won a place for itself against plenty of tux
competition, without the aid of advertising . So far a,
we know, Model has gained popularity more steadil%
than any other tobacco offered to the public in recent
years. This is not the result of extravagant advertising
expenditures and claims, or of liberal trade deals any .
promiscuous sampling . It is the result of knowing hosto select and blend and cross-blend high-grade tobaccc
leaf, how to use the right "sauce" sparingly, and finally
how to maintain uniform strength, taste and aroma
month after month and year after year .
To paraphrase an old adage, "The proof of the tobacco is in the smoking ." It is also the proof of the
manufacturers skill .
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DATA ON MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCT S

SMGKINO PLuo Toa*cco

There is still some demand for smoking tobacco in
plug form ; and we make a few brands, including Dill's
Bat Smotia/ Pla/. Thee are not featured products
of your Company and their markets are highly localized . Your Division Manager will inform you regarding than.

tr
CHEWING

PLUG TosAcco

We continue to make a few brands of Chewing
Plug, although we do not feature them. Like our
smoking plop the distribution is spotted and your
Division Manager will instruct you regarding their
relative position in your territory .

You may be sure that both our Chewing and Smoking Plugs are made with the same are and in conformity to the same manufacturing standards and
policies as all your Company's other products.

DILL'S PIPE CLEANElt s

These are the recognized standard of quality by
which all other pipe cleaners are measured . They are
made in our own factory, under our own supervision, in
accordance with our own ideas of quality and satisfaction .
You will soon find that Dill' ; Pine Cleaners are
truly in a class by themselves, and that the majority of
pipe smokers prefer them . Many will accept no substitute, even though the dealer claims that "after all, pipe
cleaners are just pipe cleaners, whatever name is on
them or whatever price you pay. "
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The years of experience in making Dars Pipe Cleaner have taught us to look upon them as an important
item of merchandise, to be made with every possible
attention to detail, even though there is practically no
profit in than, when made as we make than .
We use only high-grade cotton yarn in the manufac .
tore of Ddfr Pipe Cleaners. We use a wire of just the
right strength and properly annealed to give it pliability. The winding is uniform and tact . Each one
is full-bodied its entire length. They are highly absorbent. They are sterilized.

There is a place for than in every store you visit.
x1Zee Z,to Cttuasrra Pace s
These are the fantons French papers, made by Braunstein Freres, and distributed by than in all parts of the
world . They come in white or brown, with gummed
edge, are packed in a special, convenient cam, and have
for years been distributed solely by us in the United
States . Although not made by in, we selected them as
being the best on the market, far superior to the ordinary papers. They are famous for their purity and freedom from "paper taste," which wake the tobacco
rolled in them taste better. Only hand-selected, purelinen stock is used in making Zig Zags, and it is thoroughly sterilized before being made into paper. No
cotton stock or wood pulp is used . For these reasons
there is no "paper taste" to spoil the taste of the tobacco used for "makings"
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YOUR C0PANY5 PUDWCAELA?ION S

UBLIC relations has been defined by you
Company as "a high sounding phrase uses
to express something every organizatior
seeks to attain by doing jest one thin ;
very well-making friends. "
As a salesman that statement should appeal to you a
being also a very appropriate definition of your job
"Making friends r After all, that is just what you see ;
to do, in all the contacts you make Yet you may neve
have thought of selling as a "public relations" job .
It is also part of the job of all others in your Corn
pany, all whose work or the results of whose wori
touch the public in any way, directly or indirectly . I .
we think of it as "making friends" we noon realize bou
true that is.
If we are wise we shall let this conception of public
relations guide us, as a company and as individuals, it
all our activities We shall we to it, first of all, tf~a'
our products are well adapted to the needs and require
menu of a large proportion of the public. Next, sues
shall be eternally vigilant in maintaining product stadd
arcs at so high a level that no single user can have jljs ;
cause for complaint. We shall keep faith with the public, not only in the integrity of our products but also it
our representations regarding them. Then, in every stet
of our transactions through the trade to the consumer
we shall make our service as satisfactory as is humanly
possible. Finally, if we are as wise as we should be, we
shall treat everybody with the tact and courtesy we
would show to personal friends.
There are four main divisions of public relations . :. :
we are now considering the subject. First, there is slit
product itself ; second, there is the correspondence on
Company letterheads ; third, the personal contacts %v ; ; a
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any portion of the public by any officer or employee of
the Company ; fourth, the printed or spoken word that
is called advertising.

Let us examine thee four divisions briefly .
Fret, the product itself : In your Company's "Mamufacturing Polite," an page - you will fend a dear
statement of policy that acknowledges the public relation, principle to be fundamental a a guide in determining what we do about product It reads : "The
satisfaction of the ultimate aonwmuu of our products
must always be the masttre of our factory operations
In cute, igedtaracter, in uniformity, in packaging, and
in value we mast aagt the consumer as the foal
lodge, and shape our operations accordingly . The manufacturing staff has equal responsibility with the marketing staff in swing the market and in establishing
and maintaining satisfactory public relations . We must
never forget that the market an east without us, but
that we cannot east without the market" You will
find part of this principle also sated an the precedin g
ILe scored division of public telatiom- cormpondence on Company letterheads-has been given a great
deal of consideration by business executive for many
yean. Article and books by the score have been written on the subject Lecturers and instructors have been
engaged by great corporations to train employee in the
an of letter writing ; to get them to break away from
the old stilted forms of beginning and'ending business
letters ; to teach them the fundamentals of good . style,
tact, simplicity, brevity, direc tness, accuracy, clarity
and intezest ; to steer them away from the- rods of
defensive argument, abject apology and awkward ambiguity into the safe channels of frankness, sincerity,
clarity and finesse . Bad English and ungrammatical
language are pointed out by these cape is as less
harmful to public relations than the more being ary
faults, such as the use of stilted phrases, obscure statemen0
. umseeasary repetition, illogical construction, and
of expressions that provoke anger, doubt, or resentment
Your Company believes every employee should study to
improve his letter writing ability . At the very least.
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the public relations aspect of every letter should be arefully considered before its signed and mailed.
The third division of your Company's public relntios-personal contacts with the public-s perhaps
the easiest one for salesman to do well. It is their job
to know how to mat and treat everybody with wham
they come in contact ; and they do it better than menu
of the rest of to. But from the interest of the Company's public relations it is important that every man
and woman, regardless of position, whatever the nature
of the contacts with the public, whether business or
social, strive to build flood will for United States
Tobaew Cmmpaty and its brands . All that is to*
needed as a guide in handling these contacts is your
Company's fundamental policies of Iatsyrit,, Honor
and fairness a they are stated on pages is and t6
of this book .
Advertising, the fourth division, is the one most cornmostly thought of a a public relations activity. You
will sometimes hear an advertising department called
'public relations department" All its activity is. of
course, directed toward the end of making a company
and its products favorably known to the public-to the
trade and the users. In performing its function as a
public relations activity, advertising must make its appeal to large groups . This is frequently called "man
appal," became the message used in advertising have
to be so worded as to reach and influence masses of the
public instead of individuals . This is the disadvantage
under which advertising labors ; but on the other hand
it his the off-setting advantage of being able, over any
period of time, to reach more people at lower cost than
other forms of public relations activity. Sampling to
individuals, when you an adapt your talk to the spedfie case before you, is in direct contrast to the public
relations task that advertising has to perform
Advertising attempts to accomplish, broadly spaking, three results : First, to make the name of the thing
advertised widely known to the general public, frequently referred to as pure publicity ; second, to fix in
the public mind some detail sales point or points relating to the thing advertised ; third, to crate and main-
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rain public acceptance and demand . The ability of advertising to aeoomplsh all of these results has been
demonstrated many time,
In the final analysis the one thing that advertising
an do best, most easily, and most quickly is to make a
name known to the public. This pare publicity value
of advertising is always obtainable regardless of its effectfvarca or inelketivatet in the use of sale points
or in directly crating demand .
As a matter of fact, a large part of everything else
we try to do with advertising an be considered of secondary value, since .pure publicity. for a nacre will build
public acceptance and help to promote sale . Test this
atstement by asking yotaradf the question, "Is it easier
to obtain dealers' orders for Mold Tobacco or Copeniayen Snuff than it would be for brands the public does
not know? "
Your Company toes some form of advertising for
most of its brands, the amount and nature of the advertising for any one brand depending upon the size
and character of its potential market and the geognphi .
d stet of both the present and potential market .

All of your Company's advertising can be divided
broadly into two classifications (a) company-controlled
advertising and (b) salesman-controlled advertising .
The former consists of than methods of advertising
which your Company places direct from Headquarters,
such as radio broadcasting, large poster or painted display advertising, and advertising run in periodicals
(magazines, newspapers, farm papers, trade papers .)
Window displays contracted for through display servicing organizations and installed by than is another
form of company-controlled advertising. Your Company s policies and plants in the we of these methods
will change from time to time, both as to what we do
and the eater to which it is done .
Salesman-controlled advertising consists of advertising materials of several kinds placed by salesmen at
point-of-sale and at various places along streets and
roadways. Counter displays, window materials . posters,
tackers, metal signs, weather-proof outdoor posters, vendors, etc-, are . among the materials most generally fur .
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nished . While your Company determines the character, design and extent of these materials, is we have
said elsewhere in these page, "they do not become tidvertsing until you place them where they can be seen
and read." They are only so much printed or lithographed stock until you put them to use . Their effectiveness as advertising depends upon you . That is why
we classify them as alesmanssntrolled' advertising.
All of the salesman-controlled advertising features
are described in the "SA .LSt" under, the various
brands or under supplies . Many of these feature will
be changed from time to time, share will be dropped or
discontinued, others are more or less standard- It is
your Company's endeavor to have each feature well designed and well adapted to the use for which it is intended. But whether it meets your ideas as to what it
should be, may at times be in question . We shall never
be able to please every salesman nor design each piece
of advertising to fit every local condition. The best we
an do is to design and produce such material a part
of our appeal to the general mass market for each brand
and try to make it suitable for we by the majority of
those interested in the brands . Whether these features
wholly please you or not, they are nevertheless the tools
your Company furnishes for your use, they are the result of your Company s consideration of a the factors
involved, they are designed by experienced advertising
people, and, finally, they are fitted into your Company's
whole advertising policy.
But remember, these materials "do not become advertsing until you place them where they an be seen
and read. "
In some sections of the country there are certain
legal restrictions on the use of outdoor . advertising . If
there are any ash within your territory, your Divisior
Manager will explain them to you. Your Company
wants you to understand these laws thoroughly and to
obey them. One sign placed illegally may be very harmful to our public relations, for as a rule the general
public is in favor of the restrictions that have been imposed and your infraction of them puts your Company
or its brands in disfavor.
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OME ASPECTS OF TOBACCO AND
ITS USES : Without going into the historical and botanical details of tobusm
and the world-wide development in its
use by both sexes, there ire certain aspect s
of the sub' ecc that ate of special intetet to all who are
working with this Company.
In the first place, the present day acceptance of the
use of tobacco is'substantial proof that it is not a harmful habit, that it is not injurious to health unless used
cacasivey, as is equally true of foods of all kinds . It
would appear that one has to evercise moderation tea
definitely in the use of tobacco than in the on of many
article of food . You hear very little today about men
and women "smoking too much," but a great deal about
their "eating too much ." Yet the per capita consumption of tobacco has increased tremendously during the
Past 20 YCIM
Tobacco is one of Nature's greatest gifts to humantry . The plant is so plentifully produced in all parts of
the world, and its conversion into usable forms has been
worked out so efficiently by manufacturers that it is
within the reach of all-rich and poor alike. It long
ago ceased to be a luxury. It is one of the most abundant and dependable sources of government revenue. It
has become a staple and universal commodity, of such
universal acceptance that the old notions and criticism
regarding its use seem to have died out completely.
One of these old motions was to the effect that terrain forms of manufactured tobaccos, especially mufti,
contained habit forming, narcotic drugs or other ingredients injurious to health . Unfortunately tobacco salesmen have been known to circulate such statements in
an attempt to injure a competitive brand . Our policy
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on this point is dearly stated on pages t7 and t8 . Any
slander of this sort hits the tobacco industry as a whole
and no manufacturer today should tolerate it on the
part of his men
No manufacturer of tobacco . in any form-snuff,
sooldng, chewing, cigars, or cigarettes--can include as
a part of his recipe any narcotic drug or "dope ." The
sears too ob► iom to need to be stated. The use of such
ingredients is prohibited by law. All tobacco factories
are under the supervision of the Commissioner of Interreal Revenue. It is ridiculous for anyone to suppose the
use of illicit,, dangerous drug could escape the vigilance
of the Internal Ravenna Oificcrs .
The discussion on this point naturally leads into a
coinidendon of any and all statements and practices on
the-pan of alenen that might directly or indirectly
injure the industry, such, for instance, as that snuff contains grit, dirt, or trash .
It is to your interest-as a part of the industry to do
every torstructive thing you an to build, and to avoid
everything you an that might destroy. You cannot
help your Company or the industry by the use of destructive statements and practices . Your competitor is
injuring his company as well as the industry by using
than
.
No matter how tempted you may be to retaliate in
kind against a competitor-salesman s unethical practice,
remember that your act would only add fuel to the
flames. Had practice in any industry grow and develop
in just that way . Your Company, through you and the
manner in which you conduct yourself in the field, must
not be guilty of any act that would seem to support and
encourage a praena we know to be detrimental to the
tobacco industry as a whole and, hence, bad for ourselves The present good standing of tobacco products
in all walks of life must be protected . We have an
obligation to do our part-whether other companies do
or not.
The industry's rapid growth in sales and the wider
aaeptana of the inc of tobacco, we must, frankly,
attribute to the steadily growing popularity of cigarette, dating from the World War . While your Coro76

pony has not directly profited by this, we have benefited
indirectly. Our business is larger and on a sounder
basis today because of this growth. Both snuff and
smoking tobacco have gained a great deal from the fact
that the public has lamed to smoke more often and
thus to appreciate the comfort, pleasure and satisfaction
that tobacco cart Smoking taste and habits have
been changed by the universal we of dgarettn, a they
probably could not have been changed by any other use
of t o b a c c o .
I
t
turn
the tobacco industry might have taken if cigarette amokbig had not given it such impetus ; but we fed, an the
whole, the market would not have been a favorable to
our interests as it is today. In a way, cigarettes are
competition for us in both our major limes, but it is
probable that our direct competition in one or both of
them might have been grater if the cigarette market
had net, for years, absorbed the interest and attention
of the larger companies • At all events, we see before
as, today, quite a different market picture from the one
presented at the time of incorporation We we a wider
field in which to exploit and develop our products, a
better, modernized attitude toward their use, and enlarged channels of distribution.
Your Company's own ability to cultivate, reach and
serve this greater market has also improved and will
continue to do so. We shall not fail to take advantage
of our opportunities, provided each of in doe his part
in the interests of all .
CO-OPERATION
Modern business organization is founded on the
theory that men have learned how to co-operate, how
to work together harmoniously in a common cause, toward a common end. That it does not always tarn out
that way is not the fault of the form of organization .
The trouble usually lies, much deeper than that and it,
therefore, harder to get at and to correct . But it has
to be corrected, if the business is to succeed and also
furnish a congenial place in which to work.
It is men, not things, that make or mar a business .
And back of the men lie the policies and principles ,
1
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which men conceive and which men have to carry out .
But no than in a business organization stands alone.
Even though he works by .himsetf 95of his working
days in a remote territory or in a cloistered office, he
stills dependent upon many other men and most work
with them-not against them. He has certain freedom
of initiative and independence of judgment and action .
He is not a machine. He is much more than a cog in a
wheel . But he is. nevertheless, too dependent upon the
work and thought, the judgment and experience of
others to "go it alone" without injury to himself and
to the business as a whole .
Your Company encourages its representatives, whey .
an they may be employed, to think, to handle specific
ttua . in accordance with their own best judgment,
and to feel that they are not yoked and hartteased and
driven. We endeavor to select representatives who have
good judgment and are capable of exercising it, who
an*be trusted to do the right thing under most emergencies. To guide them, we let them know clearly
what our policies and principles an, what'systems and
methods they must conform to, what plans and activities are organized for the good of the whole basins .
To aid them, we furnish certain equipment and tools
with which to work. But we do not try to do all their
thinking for them or make automatons out of them .
On the other hand, we do expect that each man's
own good judgment will prompt him to remember at
all times that the best form of operation is co-operation .
It
Svsrxsurtzm Openenotns
One of the outstanding characteristics of modern
business is its very extensive use of systematized operations. From the simplest routine of factory workers
through to the final Complex accounting transactions,
every industrial concern that wants to keep up front in
the competitive race must recognize the importance of
systern and method.
A willing acceptance of this modern requirement by
anyone in any department of a business marks the first
step toward individual efficiency, upon which the ef78

fciency of the whole business rests . Individual habits
of work are easily formed . They can be slovenly and
artless, or only disorderly and slow. In either can the
resultant work will be costly and fall of errors and
mistakes. But if the individual directs his habits of
work toward an orderly, systematized, timeand-error-saving routine, the work turned out will be of a high
standard as to cost and quality . What is of equal importance, the systematic worker will get a pleasure and
interest out of daily tasks that would otherwise be irksome and fatiguing.

These, briefly stated, are the fundamentals upon
which all systematized operations in business an based,
and out of which grow the need for forms, methods,
labor and time saving machinery, and standardized
practices in the handling of a multiplicity of detu l
Your Company, like most others, alma to standardize
the systems and methods used by the representatives in
the field . We also aim to simplify and reduce the
amount of detail work in the handling of forms, so as
to leave the men as much time as possible for their
main tasks of selling and instructing the trade, doing
consumer work and placipg advertising .
But systems and methods, standard practices, and s
certain amount of routine in the work of salesmen are
essential . This is a large organization, with many
salesmen in the field . We have many products and a
great army of customers. As a consequence, there is a
tremendous amount of detail involved in our offices and
at our factories . Much of this detail originates as a
result of your own work, and you cannot escape your
share in the job of seeing that things are done right
and in conformity to our standard requirements .
Some of the systems have been in use a long time and
have proved to be both necessary and efficient . You
will find some of them unique, quite different from
what you have had experience with elsewhere . Other,
are specially adapted to local needs and conditions.
All information and instruction regarding the--standard practices must Come to you from your Division Manager. They cannot be dealt with in a boo!hike this, since they are subject to change . Even thos _
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in use longest might be changed or modified tomorrow,
if an improved way of handling the work could be
found .
While we do not change things lightly, to satisfy
some whim or ill-considered suggestion, or some ids
that fails to take into account our total business operation we mu t be ptogtedve and open-minded in all
such marten of detail . Nothing in the operation of
your Company is changeless esoeept fundamentals .
It is our belief that a a, tic salesman is better
for being systematic. Whktever a man's native ability
may be in selling, he an increase his effectiveness by
landlug- his work in an orderly, ay 4-- tie fashion .
The truth of this has been as often demonstrated
within our e:9erietsce that it has 6emene a prime consideratiort in employing and training salesmen . We be .
lieve the day has long since passed when men on the
toad have to be considered and treated like temperamental "prima doninti" and allowed wholly to disregard sntems and methods in order to perform at their
beet. Standardized systens and methods are not an .
tagonistie to doing a good job of selling . On the can.
trary they are a very great and important aid to selling .
In fact, in your Company's judgment, they are the
causes for the passing of the vocation of traveling salesmen out of the "drummer" stage into the sphere of
"representative. "

In GOOD STANDING WrTH THE TaADs
At the risk of repeating some thoughts touched upon
elsewhere in these pages, we wish to emphasize, in conclusion, the importance of one of your Company's principal assets. Grouped with other essential items such as
trademarks and patents, this asset appears in our financial statement at a value of one dollar only ; yet it is
worth millions to us. It is the item of GOODWILL .

ered A questionable it . So it is listed at a nominal
value of one dollar.
From any point of view except that of accounting
the Goodwill of your Company is of far greater value
than most of our tangible possessions. It can't be housed
in brill[ or mncrete and steel ; it can't be placed for
safe keeping in the safe-deposit vaults of a bank- That
is why it is intangible-which doesn't mean it wouldn't
bring a high figure if the business was sold . It is also
earning money for every one of in right along. So it
needs to be well guarded to prevent its lm.
Since we cannot lack it up in a safe-deposit vault,
where do we put it? Whom do we trust to guard and
protect it ?
You know the answers. We put in into the hands of
you and your business associates for safe keeping . Every
officer and employee in your Company becomes cotrustee with every other one in handling this priceless
asset It is the joint responsibility of us all to see that
It is the advantage in dealing with customers "which a
earn an adequate return, and augmented and increased
without risk to either its principal amount or its earning ability.
Goodwill can be defined as the favorable attitude o,
others toward a business and its products. Technically
it is the advantage in dealing with customers "which
business has acquired beyond the mere value of what it
sells." In the case of your Company it is an advantage
attached to products, brands and trademarks, because
they have become well and favorably known to a wide
circle of consumers . It is also attached to your Company, itself, bemuse it has won and held the respect
and approval of the trade .

Goodwill is an intangible asset, from the accounting
point of view . Therefore its true worth cannot be
shown in the financial statement without giving the
appearance of "padding" or at least having it consid-

Read back, over all the intervening page of this
book, and you will find ample reasons for the acquisition of Goodwill by your Company since its incorporation in t9i t . It is not difficult for anyone who has
for many years lived in the atmosphere of industry tr,
understand why your Company today enjoys such a
definite advantage in a highly competitive geld . It is
wholly a matter of business conduct, founded upon a
clear and unusually far-sighted conception of policie s
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and principles that win loyalty and respect ; maintained
by men who have understood the value of these thing
and have had the courage to uphold them .
You, as a representative of your Company, are inheriting much more than an opportunity to work and
earn a salary, much more than a chance to win recognition and advancement . You are inheriting certain
fundamentals of business conduct-proved, practical
and workable, not untried, visionary and theoreticalthat you can accept and utilize to the very great advantage of yourself, your associates and your Company .
Keep your attention centered at all times on these
fundamentals . We have tried to present them to you
dearly and simply, in the hope that you are the kind
of representative who knows how to operate, within the
sphere of your duties and responsibilities, with only
such additional guidance as local and divisional conditiom require.

